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"All Hands"
Effort

Chief of Naval Material Looks at Competition,

Spare Parts, Quality, Better Business
Admiral Steven A. White, USN, Chief of Naval Material

-. ~..-. *

" it s the chief of naval material, I M-8Topde -Competition, and its growing ira- .

am the operating head of the Navy exchange and commissary sys- portance in the role of the U.S. Navy
largest procurement activity tems. There are over 250,000 employ- as a smarter buyer
in the United States. The ees in the Naval Material Command, -Spare parts, and how they also

Hmanagement responsibilities which expends about $66 billion each drive our business strategy_• S
encompass a broad spectrum of ac- year through almost 4 million con- -Quality, which I predict will be the
quisition and logistics efforts. The tract actions. watchword of the Navy in the next 12

I major ones range from research and With that snapshot of the organiza- months
Idevelopment programs, including all tion, I will get right into the meat of -Better business, and why I believe
nine Navy laboratories plus the test my subject. I am going to touch on both the Navy and industry can
centers and ranges, to the acquisition, four topics that are the nucleus of the change things for the better.
delivery, and life-cycle support of business strategy I am following in
naval systems and hardware. In addi- execution of the Secretary of the I see my side of the Navy as a busi-
tion, these responsibilities include Navy policy direction. Those topics ness on a moving train. Some of U.S.
such diverse areas as: industrial ac- are: industry, including shipbuilders,.
tivities (shipyards, weapons stations, major manufacturers, small business-
and air rework facilities) inventory M These remarks were made by Ad- men, and others, are on board. The
management and warehousing of miral Steven A. White, USN, Chief of train is gathering speed at a rapid _ 0
500,000 line items; construction, Naval Material, at the Annual Navy rate. Others are scrambling to get onmaintenance and repair of all Navy League Chief Executive Officer Din- board, and we are holding ou't a hand
eal property: and operation of the ner in September. to help. Still others remain in the sta-
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tion saying the train will stop at any protection against single-source prob- Thus, we are working the competi- 0
minute, and they are left watching the lems. So, whenever possible, we are tion business on big-ticket items and
train move away. My goal is to help buying competitively, smaller items. Let me give you some
anyone who wants to get on board,
because Ih acernt the etrn wiA ompetitive buyirg for the examples of impressive savings we
because I am certain the train will Navy includes research and have achieved recently in both cate-
continue to accelerate in the coming development as well as pro- gories:
year. Achievement of my goal can duction; it includes second -We saw competition between •
only reap rewards for both the Navy ':"-..ony rea r d sourcing items previously sole prime contractors for three Aegis
and industry. sourced; it includes spare parts once cruisers yield a $228 million savings

I will be candid in telling you about thought to be the private domain of from the President's budget request. ".' -
things I think are most important, so the system manufacturer. Competi- In like fashion, competition for three
that you will have the clearest possi- tive buying does not mean simply the Los Angeles class nuclear submarines
ble picture of how we view the core of low bidder-it means the best value resulted in savings of $108 million.
our business strategy, as well as some for the taxpayers' dollars. -A contract for shipboard magnetic
of the things we are doing more of, or Many of our shipboard weapons tape drives, the so-called RD-358,
less of. or differently. ar t presented the Navy with savings of

First, I will talk about competition. and equipment have incorporated $20 million. The incumbent supplier,
Witend to bta wa t wpeined giscompetition in their um from a sole source for the past 5 years, sub- strat
We intend to obtain what we need egies. These cover the spectrum from mitted a losing bid of $47 million, al-

at fair prices, with the quality and re- the Mark-48 advanced capability most twice as much as that winning S 0S
liability required by our forces at sea. torpedo and Mark-50 advanced light- bid.
A principal tool in these acquisitions weight torpedo to the propellers for
is competition. I am in strong agree- Arleigh Burke class destroyers. We

SH-3H twin engine.
all-weather, ship-

based anti-submarinee a helicopter. 
,

., ,."Competition
•- " buying does not

'mean simply the
low bidder-it
means the best

- value for taxpayers'
with the many -- b* dollars."-. .

ment wtthmayvoices in the have set the right competitive busi -Coptto o rdcino
Congress and in the administration ness posture for the future of this thinline sonar arrays resulted in a
advocating more competition. I be- major segment of the Navy budget. contract for 36 percent less than the
lieve that competition is a tremen- production estimate, resulting in a
dously effective way to get the tax- We have made strides in competing total savings of over $10 million. I
payer the best buy for the dollar. We aircraft, missiles, and electronic sys- -Navy standard teleprinters were
have reviewed empirical data on 45 tems. For example, competition is a bought competitively at almost half
weapons systems acquisitions that keystone in such major new starts as the price proposed by the previous
show substantial savings resulted the CV inner-zone ASW helicopter sole-source supplier, for savings in
after the introduction of competition and JVX advanced vertical lift air- excess of $50 million.
in previously sole-sourced programs. craft, as well as in other smaller pro-
In many of these cases, the second grams such as the common ejection Cost savings are not the only ad- -
source s cost-improvement rate ex- seat and the purchase of commercial- vantages we have accrued from in-
ceeded that of the incumbent; and the ly owned C-9 aircraft. The Secretary creased competition. In the shipbuild-

establishment of second sources im- of the Navy decision to establish sec- ing arena, for example, we have seen
proved the costs and performance ef- ond production sources for the Phoe- tremendous improvements in the past
ficiency of incumbents. Thus, we nix, rolling airframe, and standard 3 years- improvements that benefit
know from studies of actual acquisi- missile programs is another impor- both the Navy and its business part-
tions that second sourcing of major tant step. I have people working to ners.
programs does bring about innova- implement this initiative as soon as In ship construction, only a few
tion, cost savings, and, of course, possible. years ago we were immersed in huge.
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omnibus claims, multiple disputes, critical inputs to the negotiation of Let me tell you about a few of the 0 .
late deliveries, and significant cost more cost-reasonable contracts. initiatives taken in this area.
overruns.

There has been a dramatic change.Ur objectiVe here First, Project Boss, our acronym
elsewhere,for buy our spares smart," to in-

Today, there are zero significant place that will stimulate con- stitutionalize the letter and spirit of

claims and few disputes. tractors to reduce costs and Secretary Weinbererr's program 

declining Wepov intendanc to drive it:0ecomasse nbov er ' 00indvidam-n ship construction, 3 years ago we improve performance so throughout the Navy. Project Boss
were seeing 60 percent of our ships we can afford the level of naval t h e . cencompasses over 100 individual ini-

delivered late. That percentage is weapons we must have. I have in- tiatives covering all aspects of spare-down to 23 percent this year and sisted that we use competition in apatacusio•tinoeshel- . -"-'i'

to wy togetus te bst vluein trmsparts acquisition. It involves the lo-declining. We intend to drive it to way to get us the best value in terms gistics, procurement, technical, and - .' ~
zero. And believe me, early delivery of not only cost, but also product srational communities in a coordi-
means dollars saved, we can count on to get the job done. nated effort to correct recognized

As many of you know, we have I now turn my attention to spare problems-clearly, an "all hands" ef-
changed our contracting philosophy. parts. fort. A paramount objective of Proj-
This year, 86 percent of our ships
were competed and all of the con-
tracts are fixed price.

In ship overhauls, better industrial
management, improved techniques,
and increased competition have led to
similarly impressive gains in quality, -
schedule adherence, and costs.

Such positive contractor actions "
and the healthy economy are present- 6 a
ing the Navy with the ideal climate to
execute its business strategy. The
shipbuilding arena is but one exam-
pie.

This past year, we have worked to
ensure that we get our money's worth PHOENIX Air-to-Air Missile w
in sole-source contracts. Since the
competitive element is not present to Several CEOs who have visited my placingstrong
encourage efficiency and lower costs, ofietl.eta-heNv' pr-srn
we are placing strong emphasis on e mphasis on should-
should-cost studies. In this effort, we parts business is too small to warrant
rely heavily on the in-house engineer- the attention and resources we have cost studies." -
ing and design capabilities of our lab- been devoting to it-that what I am adr- 0
oratories. These facilities have sub- doing is not cost effective. I think ect Boss is to pay only fair and rea-
stantial experience in analyzing docu- their message has been that those re- sonable prices for spares. To date, al-

mentation, reviewing production-line sources might be better directed to the though less than a year old, the proj-

discipline, and validating quality- procurement of big-ticket items, such ect has been most successful.
control procedures. among others. as cruisers or high-performance air- Competition Rates at the Aviation

They are, in effect, our own factories craft. Supply Office and Ships Parts Con-
with shop-floor capability similar to Let me set the record straight. The trol Center, the Navy primary buyers ,- 0

concerns in the private sector. Unlike Navy spare-parts business is not of spare parts, have almost doubled
some should-cost studies, the Navy's small: It is big business. In fact, we from fiscal year 1983. We intend to

exert still more pressure to force ..-are not a paper audit, but, rather, are spend about $7 billion each year on smlr sin te coming year •similar gains in the coming year, "" """""
based on independent technical man- spares.
ufacturing and engineering analyses. Just as important, to the average Price Fighter, a team of Navy ex-

During the past year contract price citizen or to the congressman, is that perts, has been set up to ascertain the 0 6
analyses of this type have been com- how well we buy spare parts suggests intrinsic, or should-cost, value of
pleted on several major sole-source how well we may be buying ships and spares. We have already received re-
programs, including the Aegis weap- aircraft. For example, if the taxpayer funds and cost reductions, and have
on system, SQS-53C sonar, UYQ-21 hears we are buying hammers for identified potential cost avoidances in
display system, Harm, and Phoenix. $400 each, we should not be surprised the millions of dollars.
Their purpose is to identify the if he reaches the erroneous conclusion A telephone hotline exists to allow _
"ground truth," or real cost, of fabri- that we might be paying far too much anyone in the Navy, anywhere in the
cating a particular item. I am con- for airplanes, missiles, and aircraft world, to report items with suspect
vinced that they provide unique and carriers, prices. Each item is researched to

Program Manager 4 November-December 1984
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"Quality will be
the name of the
game in 1985."

TICONDEROGA Class Cruiser

determine whether a fair price is as- helping identify candidate items for I believe great strides have been
signed. The still-questionable ones breakout. made in 1984. Some headlines have
are referred to the price-fighter team -Sperry's Computer Systems Divi- been devoted to the less-positive side
for a value analysis. That phone is sion has placed written permission- of the Navy's hard line on quality-
ringing literally 24 hours a day, 7 to-use legends on all existing, asserted our decision to stop accepting 9 .
days a week. proprietary data, thus permitting us Phoenix missiles, F/A-18 aircraft,

to use the data for procuring spares and F404 engines are three well- . .
Another major initiative is to from other sources. Sperry has ad- publicized examples. Unfortunately,

wbecanpourte diretly fromste rel s vised us of its intention to ensure all what received less attention are the
we can procure directly from the real spare-parts provisioning data are de- positive steps taken by the three
souean. oa ilivered free of any restricted mark- major contractors affected-Hughes
dleman. ings. Aircraft, McDonnell Douglas, and

The number of items broken out to -United Technologies' Pratt and General Electric.
be screened rises dramatically each Whitney Division recommended -Hughes is now working hard to
month, and I expect an enormous im- breakout of nearly 9,000 aircraft en- correct problems identified in the
provement in the next year. In the last gine parts, and has worked with us to Phoenix missile. And there are other
9 months, over 60,000 potential identify 1,800 additional high value- encouraging indicators the company
break-out items have already been added parts for breakout. Further, is making across-the-board moves to
identified, 5,000 of which (worth the Sikorsky Division has given the ensure high-product standards. For
over $400 million) have been broken Navy permission to purchase helicop- example, on its own initiative,
out. ter parts from its licensees. Hughes has stopped delivering air-

We had excellent cooperation from I said at the outset that quality craft radars to the Navy until defects
some of our major suppliers in sup- would be the name of the game in that it has acknowledged are cor-
port of the Navy goal to become a 1985. The Navy expects to be judged rected.
better buyer of spare parts. Let me by its actions, not just wordsf
identify some specific instances. LOS ANGELES Class Nuclear Powered Attack Submarine

-Litton s Guidance and Control Sys-
tems Division has agreed to provide
the reprocurement data package for
our principal shipboard inertial navi-
gation system. This will make possi-
ble sub-system level competitive pro- Y..-. -.-
curement. They have allowed us to
purchase spare parts for several navi- "
gation systems directly from the yen-
dors. Finally, Litton has helped the .
Navy develop its own maintenance 0 .
capability for the inertial navigation
system installed in all our F/A-18 and
A/V-SB aircraft.
-General Electric has provided data

* to permit break-out of a significant ",,.-....'.,..

number of spare parts heretofore pur-

*chased directly from GE. At its ownO 
...

,.expense GE has provided a full-time. 
---.-.

"break-out program. GE's aircraft''''''''-,"''
engines group has been very active in 

' ? '"..
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-McDonnell Douglas has stood was willing to take that risk to obtain ________________ 0 .
firmly behind the quality of one of its the advantages-including cost sav-
major products in offering to fully ings-from the competition. STATEMENT REQUIRED BY THE ACT
fund and effect all required corrective As we become smarter buyers, the AUGUST 12, 1970, SECTION 36",
modifications to the 252 F/A-18 air- smart businessman gains more, and SHOWING THE OWNERSHIP, MAN-
craft already in the Navy inventory. the business-as-usual people fall be- AGEMENT. AND CIRCULATION OF - .
This action will preclude any future hind. Even a cursory study of the in-
tail cracks in these planes, and, more dicators bears this out. Program Manager, published bimonth-
importantly, allow our pilots to put ly at the Defense Systems Management - -
their aircraft through any maneuvers College, Fort Belvoir, Va. 22060-5426.
for which the F/A-19 was designed. Number of issues published annually: 6.
-General Electric has taken a similar , The Editor-in-Chief is Robert W. Ball,
stand in promptly accepting responsi- Defense Systems Management College,.
bility to identify the underlying - . DRI-P, Fort Belvoir, Va. 22060-5426. The *
causes and complete required correc- Managing Editor is Catherine Clark,
tive actions to deliver a high-quality Defense Systems Management College,
engine to the Navy. DRI-P, Fort Belvoir, Va. 22060-5426. The

owner and publisher is the Defense
I am pleased by these positive out- Systems Managpment College, Fort

growths of our tough stand on quali- Belvoir, VA 22060-5426.
ty, and am pleased to say these are The extent and nature of circulation *
not isolated examples. However, it is (average number of copies each issue dur-
our intention to continue to be a very ing preceding 12 months) is listed below.
tough customer when it comes to
quality. A. Total number of copies printed (net

press run): 10,083
n integral part of our position Admiral White B. Paid and/or requested circulationA on quality is meaningful war- 1. Sales through dealers and carriers,rarities. You don't make per- l e street vendors, and counter sales: None
rnies.oYoudn't makh e ph- cannot allow 2. Mail subscriptions (paid and/or re-
sonal major purchases with quested): 9,054I out considering a good war- a Total paid and/or requested circulation:

ranty to protect you, and I see no ourselves to depart C.Ta ireason why the Navy should behave from sound business D. Free distribution by mail carrier, orother means, samples, complimentary,
differently. Our recent experience has j and other free copies: 1,000
been that. in a competitive environ- practices ust E. Total distribution: 10,054
ment. we can get better quality and a because a task force Copies not distributed
meaningful warranty without any 1. Office use, left over, unaccounted,iea se n wotaout spoiled after printing: 29significant increase in cost. is about to deploy 2. Return from news agents: None . . -

For those not yet on the moving The actual number of copies of single
train I spoke of at the outset, I should o t issue published nearest to filing date:
point out that things are changing about to end." . pTotal numberof copies printed (new
quickly, press run): 10,000

Let me tell you a little story to illu- It the Navy is going to be smarter B. Paid and or requested circulation . . "
strate my point, in its dealings with industry, we must 1. Sales through dealers and carriers,

be consistent. We cannot allow our- street vendors, and counter sales: None
In a recent meeting, one ot my selves to depart from sound business 2 Mail subscriptions (paid and/or re-

senior advisors was astonished when practices just because a task force is C Total paid and or requested circulation:
I refused to approve an end-ot-fiscal- about to deploy or the fiscal year is 9215
year, sole-source expenditure ot $100 about to end. We must pursue an D Free distribution by mail carrier, or
million for repair parts. He had a unhurried, deliberate, and consistent other means, samples, complimentary,and other free copies: 700good argument that there was a genudistribution: 9,915
ine requirement for the parts He felt
there was no tJme to compete the con- lust as we do not expect you to F Copies not distributed
trwas bfo tie ed opte t e isc one concentrate on quality only when it . Office use. left over, unaccounted,
tract before the end of the fiscal year. spoiled after printing: 85
and that the Navy would "lose" the comes easily, or to stand behind war- 2. Returns from news agents: None 5
money if we didn't spend it Besides, ranties only when it is inexpensive to C Total distribution: 10,000
he pointed out, the sole-source sup- do so. so too must the Navy be fair
pliers were reputable people we had and consistent across the board-not

done sole-source business with for lust firm-in dealing with industry.
years. In deciding against the expen- With solid backing from the Secre-
diture, I acknowledged the risk that tary of the Navy and Chief of Naval
the $100 million might be lost to the Operations, I intend to continue to
Navy, but noted it would not be lost ensure we do a much better job-for
to the taxpayer, and that at any rate I the Navy, and for the taxpayer. - ".-.'-"-." M'-
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PAT he topic of breakout is another O S
area that I feel represents the
far-reaching effects that war
ranties may have on the acqui-W arranties sition community. It is

generally acknowledged that break-

Major Peter G. Paulson, USA out can significantly reduce program
costs. Buying assemblages direct and
furnishing them to the prime contrac- . -

tor as government-furnished equip-
ment, saves the government the ap-
plication of general and administra-

prime contractor on these "broken-
o irive charges, as well as profit by the ''-" '

out"assemblages. It is not uncommon
for 10-15 assemblages to be "broken-
out" in a large complex program,
resulting in significant savings by the

Don't go hunting with blanks government. The decision to break-
p.•out, and the extent that its done, most

A often rests with the program office. S Sknow what you're after in a warranty Faced with the application of per-

before you begin, formance-oriented warranties, what
happens to the breakout of these
selected assemblages7 In my estima-
tion, one of three outcomes can arise.With the congressional edict total performance warranties. The ,

to apply warranty provi- possibilities between are only limited Three Possible Outcomes
sions to the acquisition of to the imagination of the parties First, the government will continue
defense products, the drafting the contractual warranty re- I with the breakout position it had
Department of Defense is quirement. The myriad warranty prior to the warranty imposition, and

attempting to develop implementa- possibilities and their effects are force the contractor (prime) to accept
tion guidelines for use by its major endless. I have elected to look at the
buying agencies. The congressional warranty provisions as envisioned by -
direction is clear, but the manner and Senator Mark Andrews; a total per- Make sure the cost
methods used to comply with that formance warranty not unlike a war-
direction leaves considerable discre- ranty we have experienced with a of the warranty
tionary leeway with the departments new car or a new television, and ap- doe " exceed
responsible. The application of war- ply this to the topics I have selected . .esn t i- -i-

ranties in the defense acquisition l .

process appears to be here to stay and Warranties
it will probably be years before we Cost Money
see a finalized warranty program In the area of acquisition cost, few, .
brought about by an evolutionary if any can argue that warranties cost of qoui Purcha-e
period of trial and error. The purpose money. Depending upon maturation
of this paper is not to address the of the design as well as complexity ;

manner or the methods in which war- and use of the product, figures rang- i
ranties should be applied, but to look ing as low as 1 percent to as high as 10
at the much broader aspect of the percent of the acquisition cost could
possible effects warranties will have be devoted to cover the manufac-
on the military and its fielding of turer's risk against warranty provi-
equipment. In addressing these ef- sions. With state-of-the-art technol-
fects, I have chosen only a few ogy and the complex design often •
selected topics that are by no means employed in military hardware, it
exhaustive, but are representative of would appear reasonable that mili-
the far-reaching effects raised by this tary warranties would most often ap-
single issue. proach the high range as opposed to

The manner or form that warran- the low end. It is not my intent to
ties may take on any one given pro- debate or to specify the actual cost of
gram or product are of course in- any warranty, but to simply point t S
numerable. They can range from sim- out that the additional responsibility
pie quality of workmanship warran- assumed by the contractor will cost
ties to the most all-encompassing of the government more money.

Program Manager 7 November-December 1984
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A product's failure and least painful option to signifi-
cantly reduce the amount of break-

rate and repair rate out. This will facilitate total-system
warranty by the prime at the loss of

should be such that the acknowledged cost savings ex-
a contractor's risk perienced by the government ina o tatr ik breakout.•

is minimal to start DeessRades

with. The aspect of readiness is another
illustration of the potential for far-
reaching impacts imposed by warran-
ties, Obviously, contractors will not - '-0
be at every field location of their •
systems. Systems under warranty will

either wait for field service by con-
tractor personnel or will be shipped

_____- to contractors' facilities for repair. In A warranty that is
either case the net result will be an in- A w "a i

total performance responsibility for creased delay in effecting the neces- full of holes is one
the system. Regardless of the ar- sary repair of an inoperable system
rangements made, that prime con- and, thus, decreased readiness. As that cannot be
tractor can only reduce his risk in this more systems are fielded under war- £ •cdi
situation by charging the government ranty, the more readiness will be ef- enforced in
more money to warrant the perform- fected. I would not view this as a dev- peacetime or
ance of an assemblage he had little astating blow to readiness in that at p aei eo
control over. His unknowns are any one time the majority of fielded wartime. ,
great, his confidence is low and his systems will not be under warranty,
price will be high. Undoubtedly the but I would expect to find isolated tractor warranty. Any contractor
government would be reluctant to pockets of poor readiness on selected would obviously be unable to keep
follow this option. warranted systems. Thus, our newer up with the demands war placed

and often most effective systems will upon his systems, and we in the
A second outcome could be that be effected the most as they progress government could hardly expect him

breakout continues and the govern- through the warranty period, to do so. Inevitably, we would have • •
ment obtains a handful of warrantiestoml miay ane ce r
from the prime and from the major A spin-off from the readiness to employ military maintenance per-

manufacturers of the assemblages aspect has a much greater potential these military maintenance personnel

broken-out. With a system failure, impact on our ability to wage war. would have little, if any, hands-on
the government only needs to find Sustainability can be effected with an worl e ince if ang hs-workriene inst e pairings thes-e , ...
out which one of the warranties needs outbreak of war when we consider workr ene in rearn thes e.
to be invoked and work with that systems that are currently under con- warrantes Thus tea - "
tesonilcotatrFoanoe gnl. plication of warranties denies our
responsible contractor. For anyone maintenance personnel the field train-
who has attempted to work with suchi intenacesone t e ld rain

Sing so necessary to ensure our ability
an arrangement, it is anything but op- to sustain combat operations. The
timum. Fault isolation is very oftenthe ost xteniveand xpenive artimpact of warranties in this regard
the most extensive and expensive part has the potential to be devastating to
ot repair. The fault is often in dispute our combat capability. • S
and the replacement of otherwise
good parts is not uncommon in striv- Reducing Exposure to

ing to get the total system to work. - -. . Warranty Costs
Establishing responsibility-and ,
liability-would undoubtedly lead to A prime contractor facing the in-
disputes and, possibly, litigation to evitability of warranty provisions on
determine what really caused system Your personnel his production items will obviously *
failure. We in the government would attempt to minimize the monetary
find that the problems associated may seek the costs associated with calls on the war-
with this type of warranty would cleanest, simplest U Major Paulson is Chief, West
soon mitigate any monetary gain we Coast Field Office, Bradley Fighting
may have achieved through break- least painful option Vehicfe System, at the FMC Corpora-

* out. •,tion. He is a graduate of PMC 84-1,

The third and most likely outcome when preparing a 1 and this "think piece" was written in
is that program management person- wraty. partial fulfillment of the requirements

el will opt for the cleanest, simplest, " of that course.
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ranty. In attempting to reduce his ex- ble equipment in the field. To some '
posure to the potential warranty costs extent, both are probably true.
he can proceed in several directions. . / Acquisition Approach
First, the quality of what he places in Could Be Altered
the field will have a direct relation- -
ship to the costs he will incur after The seemingly simple concept of
fielding. By minimizing the mean- / product warranties has the potential
time-to-repair (MTTR) and maximiz- to make or to influence dramatic 0
ing the mean-time-between-failure changes in the defense acquisition
(MTBF), the contractor has in effect biggest community. More than any single . . *.

minimized his exposure to the associ- Your b issue, the implications of system war-.
ated risk (cost) of warranty calls. His 1w ithranty are far-reaching and have the
motivation in this regard is obviously problem with capability to change or alter our basic
helpful to the government in that his warranty may be acquisition approach. It will un-
goals with MTTR and MTBF help to doubtedly increase costs, it probably
optimize readiness, reliability and fault isolation, will decrease breakout and, in a large
sustainability of our fielded systems, sense, decrease competition. It will
as well as contribute to the overall Whose fault is it? probably create an ever-increasing
reduction of the government operat- administrative burden on the services
ing costs associated with that system. and, at the same time, provide us
So the negative aspects of warranties, over field performance, a contractor with more reliable equipment in the 4 1
as they apply to readiness and sus- will be further motivated to stay with field. It may limit our technological
tainability expressed above, are par- tried and proven methods and sub- advancement and hinder our capabil-
tially offset-or even eliminated by systems. There is a reluctance to ad- ity to sustain combat operations.
the positive aspects expressed here. vance the state of the art because of There are few areas that warrantiesA I second direction that the the increased technical risks, and won't at least touch and, in sor-

contractor may take to re- hence, the potential for increased cases, may significantly alter.
duce his potential exposure warranty exposure. It would appear We in the acquisition busine' ...
to warranty costs deals with reasonable that warranties would be look forward and attempt to .,ci-
the state of the art of his a disincentive in advancing the state pate what the impact of warranr;es

system or product. Whereas the first of the art and that we would see a will be. In applying warranties
direction in reducing MTTR and in- slower and much more cautious ap- systems, we have to recognize the pit-
creasing MTBF had positive fallout proach in developing new military falls and attempt to reduce the many
for the government, the second is not hardware. Some would argue that possible negative impacts, and try to
as clear cut and, in many respects, this would slowly erode our technical maximize the positive impacts. We
may have serious negative impact on superiority while others would argue have to make the best of what ap-
the military. With increased concern that we would have much more relia- pears to be a bad situation. N

~-~ jj " ..'0-
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O0 YOU
Always
'Run a

*GauntletTrying to.=:":
Effect""1

Change?
Theodore L. Bloomer

Many managers express
frustrations about inabil-
ity to generate or to enrich ,,
changes in their organiza--
tions. They speak of a corn-

mon contradiction. That is, wanted " ",
changes were obviously right, based
upon realistic strategic visions, and " '
were supported by key subordinates; ," "- -
but, the contradiction is that, usually,. -

changes were never fully imple- I
mented. Perplexed managers reported
they were not certain why some
changes "took" and others didn't.
Listening to the managers' dilemmas,
plus my lack of definitive guidelines, ,,
led me to a closer evaluation of this "
intriguing subject. This paper pre-"""
sents areas that I call "gauntlets, ">...N
which are critical to effective change - -__. .
management and which prescribe These five themes, and < change) is to focus on ways to enrich
specific actions to improve your abil- I'm sure there are more, the probability that the change
ity to influence the change process. are consistent in focusing "takes" and helps organizational per-

Descriptive Versus Prescriptive on the description of our formance.
literature changing environment's nature. Ad- Foces in the

ditionally, there are many platitudes or
Most pertinent literature I found such as ". you should do some- Environment:

reflects five major themes, topical thing about it ... " But my problem A Series of Gauntlets
descriptions of which are: is that their authors did not move into The challenge of inserting change
-Change is here to stay a prescriptive mode. What and how into a viable and dynamic organiza-
-The rate of change is accelerating do I, as a manager (change agent), tion can be a difficult task. That task
-No one is immune to change assure effective change? What are the can be insurmountable without spe-
-Research and development, and barriers to influencing effective cific strategies to deal with forces in . "- ".' .

technology will drive major blocks of change7 What insight into change the environment that appear to
change management can practitioners pro- operate somewhat like a gauntlet.
-Without a strategy to cope with vide me? Perhaps a more rigorous The "gauntlet" metaphor is curiously ...
change, you may not survive, message (rather than just causing appealing to me since I have felt

Program Manager 10 November-December 1984
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Also • 1. o lines of

thoroughly beaten while attempting superficiallyn However, change becomes adverse to create change, meet organ- when random change is allowed to in-

apntle g to gunbtween ization needs. fluence the performance and direction .
Also gat.let. 1. Two lines of We find the of an organization. Change that is not
men facing each other and absence of an overall in- in congruence with the organizational Iarmed with sticks or other tegrated strategy is a malor hindrance strategy frequently dies under its own
weapons with which they beat in implementing effective change. At weight. Executives insisting upon a -"'-" ': .

a person forced to run between first blush, you may shy from a sug- broad philosophical agreement on•
them. 2. A severe trial; ordeal. gestion that change implementation basic organizational values and goals-"-"•"-

.. (The American Heritage Dic- must be in congruence with a strate- are able to insert effective organiza- ""'...° ""

tionary) gic thrust. The common disconnect is tional change much easier than those

Gauntlet 1: Lack of Congruence that some planners feel their purpose who do not. The notion that the an-
is to dampen or even resist change: on , g1r. Bloomer is a Professor of

It is easy, especially in the milieu of the other hand, some managers feel Behavioral Sciences in the Policy and |
constant change, to develop and in- that due to so much change, there can Organization Management Depart-
sert changes that solve short-term be no legitimate planning. Both views ment. School of Systems Acquisition
problems but, in the long term, only have staunch allies. Too bad. Education. at DSMC.
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ticipated change is consistent with the 1. A Process
Rgue . ASeuenal Change N s

overall thrust of the organization is
- - always present with successful change

agents. I am convinced that healthy
organizations, exactly like living
organisms, will reject initiatives that
are not in the best interest of long-
term survival. My experience is that ]
senior managers are frequently frus-
trated and angered at their organiza-
tions for not embracing change-they
should be angry at themselves for not THE ThE ACTIV1ES THE
doing their planning homework. PEENT NECESSARY TO TARBET .. " - "

Gauntlet 2: Why Change? SITUATION ATTAIN C SITUATION 0 •

The second gauntlet, by no means
unique, is often overlooked by top to obtain agreement and investment and agree that the WTF initiative,
management. The model that de- from the people that the changed state with minor tweaking and adjusting, is
scribes this gauntlet looks something is desirable; or, at least, to clearly just what the organization needs.
like Figure 1. The unsuccessful change understand Part C (even if inevitable) Cascade Event Two: Top staffers 6 6
manager exerts a great deal of energy with or without invested agreement. meet with project and program peo-
focusing on Part C of the change Successful change agents "go public" pie and agree that WTF, with
process. By the way, it's probably on all parts of the model and have the minimal adjustments, is just what the
quite natural for hard-hitting mana- discipline to ensure broadest possible organization needs. jswat
gers to focus only on Part C of the support of the change. In my opinion,
process. That manager frequently Parts A and C are the most critical Let's jump to Cascade Event Six: -
makes an incorrect assumption, elements of the modeled process; one Project managers and senior worker- . •
which is this: "Everybody under- must show where the present state is bees implement a WTFO 2 (different,
stands Parts A and B, and will under- defective because without that but similar) because they find it com-
stand the requirement for Part C." demonstration, you will obtain only pulsive for players, at each subse-
Wrong! Many of us have not system- token support. Most people probably quent cascade event, to apply their
atically assessed Part A because we will welcome the opportunity to individual professional and personal
are not in touch with top manage- develop and perform activities that twists to the project.
ment's view of the big picture. From will result in Part C. Successful change agents find it ab-
our vested perch we are not usually Admittedly, energy required to solutely necessary to establish a re-
aware that something may not be ef- utilize the model effectively creates ality check system from the top down
fective in the present situation. drains on management's time. I sug- to the worker-bee level. (See Figure 2.)

Without a comprehensive under.stani ng o fu t he stcom n s o te.- gest that you must take the time early I am not convinced that this not-
Ste on; otherwise, you will have to use invented-here syndrome is a pe-

present system our tendency is torcs;rahr tisntrl
reject the change strategies. There- exponential blocks of time to back-fill jorative process; rather, it is natural, ..

r and you will be burdened by damage- pervasive and, unless checked, a
fore, it is no wonder we exercise ways control actions, possibly resulting in powerful force that undermines . ..
to circumvent movingfrom our'known" the abandonment of your change change initiatives.
portion (comfortable) of Part A. Again, strategy. Gautlt.:.heGrndV.ioar
the frustrated executive has not com- Gauntlet 5: The Grand Visionary
pleted his homework. Gauntlet 4: Not-Invented-Here You who have worked near or 0 0

Gauntlet 3: People Resist Change The not-invented-here (NIH) syn- around senior executives will under-

drome works in strange and exotic stand problems inherent with the
Most people believe it is natural to ways. The one I encounter most is "grand visionary," who releases an .. ' -

resist change. I believe that a majority subtle but quite visible. Here is how it overwhelming amount of energy into
of us, in fact, do not resist change; works launching his/her new ideas or ap-
rather, we resist the way change is The senior executive brings key proaches. Usually, the vision is ex-
promulgated. I suggest that the politic citing and enthusiastically accepted
executive must clarify reasons for the players together to investigate the by the body politic. Unfortunately, at
change, and allow key players at all propriety of instituting "Change later operations meetings, that same ..- .,
levels to participate in the operational WTF." After reasonable discussion executive presents another exciting
design of the activities en route the group agrees enthusiastically that initiative: and, two weeks later, up
through Part 8 to Part C-the target the new WTF effort, with minor ad- pops another exciting idea. The rapid
situation. Our ability to move effec- justment, is precisely what the organ- movement of resources and energy to *
tively into the target situation is ization needs. keep up with this executive, much less
directly related to management's will- We now move to Cascade Event to support his articulated initiatives,
ingness and ability to articulate, and One: Key players talk to top staffs places top-management on a high-
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speed roller coaster. Frequently, the -2. Check List for Change Analysis
visionary is only a dreamer and does Figure
not effectively manage the thrust of 1. WHAT ARE THE CONSEQUENCES OF NOT INSERTING THE CHANGE?
his organization. Another shortcom-
ing of this visionary is the necessary 2. HOW DOES IT INFLUENCE PERFORMANCE AND PRODUCTIVITY?
discipline to make tough decisions to
implement the visions. Subordinates
are justifiably confused and may 4. WHAT ARE THE ASSOCIATED COSTS? O 0
eventually participate in innocent to 5, HOW DOES IT INTEGRATE WITH ON-LINE STRATEGIC ACTIVITIES?
criminal conspiracies to subvert the
executive's initiatives. These grand 6. HOW DO WE ENSURE THE RIGHT INPUT FROM KEY PLAYERS? . -

visionaries are often characterized as 7. DOES IT MAKE PROGRAM MANAGEMENT (CONTROL) EASIER?
being 'unguided missiles without
warheads Nonetheless, vision- S. DOES IT HAVE SHORT- OR LONG-TERM LIFE?
aries of organizations are desperately 9. HOW DO WE "GO PUBLIC" AND MARKET WITH OUR OWN PEOPLE?
needed because they provide the basis 10 RT OPOSED DOM CUSTO, FLOYE, AND N FWRY?
for strategic building blocks. Suc-
cessful change managers develop a
hardball approach toward selecting possible, that future events are suc- The tendency not to go public on as
the right visions, and directing the cessful. much organizational information as
execution of those visions within The second specific of the feed- is possible fosters the belief that S S
organizational constants. forward concept is that change or "they" are withholding information;

meeting projected change (strategic I therefore, L:idden agendas must be
Gauntlet 6: Feed-Forward thinking) is not a rigid process. For underpinning proposed changes. The
Networking example, some change agents tend to genesis for lack of trust (hidden-

Successful change managers harden the target situations (Part C, agenda syndrome) may be imbedded

demonstrate a different kind of infor- Figure 1) and muscle the organization in the inferior way we process organi-
into the performance window to en- zational information. Because mana-

mation exchange format. Many of us sure that the change happens. I think gers often launder and reshape infor-
grow up in the "management by ex- the successful change agent uses a mation in an attempt to dampen
ception" approach to controlling feed-forward system that keeps a con- fears, many people feel that every-
systems and programs. The successful stant surveillance of the present thing emanating from senior manage-
change manager does review past in- world, while insisting upon flexibility ment is questionable. Change strate-
formation, but doesn't dwell only on to react to the real time change in gies that operate under clouds of dis- 0 .. .
programs not within established per- data, en route to the target situation. trust are frequently doomed before
formance criteria. This manager not The target situation is more powerful obtaining positive results.
only looks at the whole program, but when the largest possible plurality -
he focuses on two specific results, has, as a minimum, some philosophi- Summary

The first is focusing on data that cal agreement of imperfect visions. What is change all about? It is the
show the organization is doing well; This is better than attempting to top brass saying: "This new process
also, how the overall data package is strike a consensus on some concrete will be implemented on Monday! I
instructive for the big picture in a vision of a changed state. The feed- look forward to your support. The
futuristic sense. For example, this forward-network would honor the results of this change will dramati-
manager does not inadvertently move constant movement or quality infor- cally influence the performance and
assets from successful subparts of a mation that focuses on the ever- productivity of our organization."
program to remedy other subparts; to dynamic change state, rather than on Use your head. Get as many people
do so would continue the never- a backward, retrofit focus, or on driv- involved as possible. Do your home- 0
ending cycle of "robbing Peter to pay ing for a concrete out-year changed work. Go public on all issues. Select
Paul." This manager is constantly state. input actively. Treat change as a

.. aware that information, when
awastred ntt y information n healthy requirement for growth.
clustered into quality information
packages, is more instructive for Gauntlet 7: The Hidden Agenda Share the design.

future decision scenarios than for fix- The most significant gauntlet con- Most of all, smile-or, run the
ing past shortfalls. Therefore, a cerns people's perceptions that there gauntlet, The choice is yours!n 0
strategy to gather and cluster infor- are hidden agendas. We must assure H___ "- • . ." ."-
mation that has a futuristic decision- that all agendas are public and open Whenever in this publication
making orientation is preferred over for a plurality of inputs. Some day we "man," "men," or their related pro-
an information gathering system that may be sophisticated enough to go nouns appear, either as words or
is designed to assess shortfalls of past public on everything. Information parts of words (other than with oh-
events. Another way to perceive this placing us in an unfair competitive I vious reference to named male in-
is to resist thinking about ways to fix position, and activities adversely im- dividuals), they have been used for
past shortfalls, and, rather, to design pacting individuals seem to be can- literary purposes and are meant in
data and concepts to ensure, where didates for extraordinary control, their generic sense.E
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ust as productivity has become "-_-'_-_"-__--"_"__ _"

a priority at the national level, R L 1 U
so too has the achievement of in-
creased productivity and man-
ufacturing efficiencies become Productivity

a paramount concern to the Depart--
ment of Defense. It is a critical ele- I ..
ment in improving our defense pos- Irm
ture and, most importantly, in reduc-
ing costs. Improving productivity in in the Department of Defense
the acquisition environment is the
key to this process. The impact Acquisition Environment
becomes apparent when one recog- "o"- A. Mitt-n.
nizes that the DOD .is by far the John A. Mittino
largest purchaser of systems, equip- A. Douglas Reeves 0
ment, products, and services in the I
Federal Government-with a pro-
curement budget exceeding $90 bil- Average Annual Rate of Capital Investment
lion; and research, development, test, as a Percent of Output
and evaluation adding another $30
billion in FY 84. The magnitude of 6 6
DOD expenditures is indicative of the
leverage that the department has in
promoting productivity improvement
in the commercial industrial base on 26.0
which the DOD heavily relies. JAPAN

Public perception of productivity
improvement in the acquisition envi- CANADA 19.6
ronment probably centers around
spare parts and warranties. In reality, GERMANY 19.4
there are many facets of the issue, and
a complexity that is not always ap- """"""___ ""____"

parent on the surface. But there are FRANCE 19.0
tremendous challenges and oppor- I_

tunities, and the DOD has a variety NITED INOOM 17.0 - -.
of aggressive programs and initiatives
aimed at promoting improvements. UNITED STATES 14.7 -'.-

Our purpose here is to foster a better - 2 " " -
understanding of the environment
that exists and describe productivity 10 15 20 25 30 .
improvement efforts under way. SOURCE: U.S. DEPARTMENT OF LABOR

The Acquisition Environment

The first step of any productivity Contract Profile by Departments and Agencies
improvement effort is to examine (Based on Federal Procurement Data Statistics)
carefully the environment in which it
occurs. Most observers familiar with DEPARTMENT 0"0
the private or commercial sectors of OF DEFENSE 80%

our economy have a perspective that OF.DEFENS
is different from that of the DOD as it DEPARTMENT
pertains to acquisition. This is not OF ENERGY 8%
meant to imply that the DOD never NASA
operates in a similar environment, 4'%
because in many cases it does (par-
ticularly when dealing with lower-tier OTHER
subcontractors and vendors). But AGENIES(TOTAL) 8%
there are many cases where the dif- iZIZZ' .'.'-'Z-"Z-'.Z.Z.'-'.
ferences are extreme-and we intend
to draw out and highlight these dif- 0% 50% 100%
ferences. It is important to do so to % OF TOTAL CONTRACT DOLLARS .
understand the impediments to pro-
ductivity improvement and the SY AGENCY OR DEPARTMENT
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mechanism necessary to overcome procurement is the ability to mechanisms, and tooling allow pro- - S
these impediments. remember poor performance and to duction of a variety of products in

ensure that a contractor who pro- small numbers.
For instance, the industrial concern vdssbtnadeupeti ooperating in the commercial market- vides substandard equipment is not M fina but important factor

placeafforded the opportunity to do so inwhen pondering productivity
related forces: (1) improved produc- the future. For various reasons, rang- improvement in the acquisi-reltedseres twmpoedp o- Angwhenmponderingof productivityc
tivity reduces costs and permits ing from the size of the bureaucracy tion environment is the rela-

I realization of greater profit, market to political considerations, this is tionship of the parties in-

share,much more difficult in the case of volved. Most organizations, industryshar, o boh, epedin onpriing federal procurement."
strategy; or (2) competitive pressures or government, are concerned with
necessitate productivity improve- Sweeping generalizations about improving their own productivity.
ment. Prices of many DOD weapon defense contractor manufacturing Benefits are usually direct and control
systems, on the other hand, are capabilities cannot be made. There is substantial. Improving productiv-
negotiated so that profits are based are many bright spots and many ity of a second party, such as a
on costs. The same incentives to areas where major improvements are defense contractor, is usually a mat-
reduce cost that exist in the commer- needed. Productivity problems and ter of influence rather than control.
cial sector are not present to the same solutions in the various segments of Questions of rewards, mechanisms,
degree in many DOD procurements. industry vary. However, a significant and responsibilities (and the danger -
A contractor who takes risks and acts portion of manufacturing on defense of diminished responsibilities to be
to reduce cost may reap benefits on programs is done in an environment discussed later) are critical. 9
the instant contract, but also may that can be characterized as utilizing We intended the preceding discus-
have many of the long-term benefits outdated and inefficient capital sion to provide the context in which
negotiated away as his cost base equipment and as labor-intensive, the DOD is seeking major productiv-
decreases. The absolute dollar value
of his profit is correspondingly re- Batch-production methods are used it improvement of the contractors

duced. extensively in manufacturing for the for which it is a customer. Hereafter,
DOD. Quantities are small and we will highlight the activity, pro-

he market structure present deliveries are over a period of time. grams, and initiatives that serve ascan be markedly different. Engineering changes frequently oc- heduehced omrvdpoutiy

Rather than a number of sup- cur. As a result of these factors, flexi- and reduced DOD acquisition costs.

pliers with similar products ble manufacturing systems appear to DOD Acquisition Improvement
and a variety of users, the ex- offer the greatest promise in the DOD

treme that occurs in some DOD pro- manufacturing environment. These Program

curement is a single supplier with a computer-controlled and integrated Three and a half years ago, the . .
unique product and only one user- machines, work stations, transfer Reagan Administration entered office
the Department of Defense. Both
components of the law of supply and Procurement and Research, Development,
demand are affected. Test, and Evaluation (RDT&E) as a % of

The product being produced is . ... dv u dt (
unique and, in many respects, is the DO Budget
cause of the market structure dif-
ference. The billion dollar, techni-
cally sophisticated weapon system
(with a 7-8 year development span) MILITARY
has no parallel in commercial in- PERSONNEL OPERATION

dustry.AN dustry. NT MAINTENANCE •

The preferred method of procure- RETIREMENT PAY MN C
ment for the Department of Defense270
is to award to the lowest responsive
bidder. One problem associated with OTHER
this method of procurement is that we 4.2%
have less latitude than private in-
dustry in buying the best product at PROCUREMENT RDT&E
the best price. This occurs because of 34.4% 10.8%
the difficulties in precisely defining
desirable characteristics, evaluation
factors, and associated cost tradeoffs.
Federal procurement leaves less room

for subjective judgment. Contractual S S
enforcement features are dissimilar in
some important respects. For in-
stance, one feature of commercial
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determined to make significant proved program stability provides a Multiyear Procurement. One of the -
changes in the way the Department more timely, more efficient means to most successful means toward im-
does business. It was simply not achieve our military security objec- proving stability that has been in-
enough to pledge to increase spending tives. It is recognized, however, that itiated is the use of multiyear procure-
for national defense; it was essential some instability is inevitable, if not ment for major programs. Multiyear
to ensure that this be done respon- desirable, in many programs. For ex- buys reflect the maturity of a pro-
sibly in ways that are consistent with ample, programs must remain flexible gram and the confidence at all levels
the principal security concerns, as enough to be able to respond to of management that a program will * S
well as with sound management prin- changes in the Soviet threat. We must stay on track. In addition, multiyear
ciples. Then Deputy Secretary of retain sufficient flexibility to be able procurement has the important ad- . '
Defense Frank Carlucci took on the to take advantage of technology op- vantage of saving everyone some
formidable task of re-examining the portunities. It's the arbitrary instabil- money. The 23 multiyear programs
acquisition process from top to bot- ity, particularly that brought on by that have been approved by Congress
tom. The result was 32 initiatives fluctuations in the budget, which we so far are expected to save about $3.7
designed to shorten and simplify the are trying to minimize. Unfortu- billion over annual contracting meth-
acquisition process, to control costs, nately, with so many players in the ods. The DOD has 12 new multiyear
and to make certain that major con- act, this is a difficult objective to candidates in the FY 85 budget that
cerns such as logistics support and achieve, are expected to save more than a
competition were properly consid- billion additional dollars. To be suc-
ered and incorporated into acquisi- cessful, this initiative requires the
tion planning and implementation. support of the Congress, which has 0

The Carlucci Initiatives have waivered in the past.
undergone changes during the past Economic Production Rates. Eco-
3 years. Former Deputy Secretary of nomic production rates encourage
Defense Paul Thayer reviewed the We are using more program stability through attainment
original 32 initiatives and decided to realistic and maintenance of cost-effective
place priority attention on the six inflation production rates. The FY 83 and FY
management areas that provided the indices, and have 84 budgets contained 18 major pro-
greatest challenge and the greatest grams that we budgeted for more eco-
potential payback. These areas in- expanded the use of nomic production rates. Savings of
clude: program stability, multiyear dependent cost about $2.6 billion are estimated for
procurement, economic production in these programs. Unfortunately, fund-
rates, realistic budgeting, support and estimates. ing more economic production rates
readiness, and competition. has become increasingly difficult in * 0

The remainder of the original in- the current atmosphere of budget re-
itiatives, however, are not being ig- ductions below originally pro- . "
nored. Thirteen of the original 32 in- grammed levels. Nevertheless, the

itiatives have been essentially com- DOD intends to maintain support for - .-..-. -.

pleted, including initiatives to reduce this initiative to the extent that the -

Defense System Acquisition Review he hope is that a new effort on budget will allow.
Council (DSARC) data, to ensure use/ baselining/cost capping, Realistic Budgeting/Support and
of the proper contract type, and to tie which the Air Force has in- Readiness. The DOD has taken some
the DSARC and budget processes to- troduced in its programs, will important steps to ensure that cost
gether. Monitoring of these initiatives U prove to be an effective means estimates used in budgeting for our
continues to assure that they stay on to improve program stability. The programs are more realistic than in
track. In addition, we are working baseline/cost cap program is designed the past. We are using more realistic
hard on the remaining important in- to reach an agreement among all the inflation indices, and have expanded -
itiatives, such as Initiative 5 on en- major components within a program the use of independent cost estimates.
couraging capital investment to en- as to its scope, configuration, and Budgeting for technological risk is
hance productivity, and Initiative 14 cost. In order for a major change to being systematically applied through
on optimizing contract requirements. be incorporated into a program, service programs such as the Army
These are particularly pertinent to agreement must be reached among all TRACE (total risk assessment cost
productivity improvement and will the signatories to a program baseline estimating) program. In the long run,
be discussed separately later in this document. Thus, the consequences of as a result of these initiatives, there
paper. Perhaps the most important major changes are realized and agreed will be fewer surprises and, conse-
initiative of the original 32 is the one to by all parties before the change can quently, less instability in our pro-
on which we continue to place the be incorporated. So far, the Air Force grams. Similarly, our efforts to im-
highest priority-implementation, has baselined over 70 programs and is prove support and readiness continue

Program Stability. From the begin- expanding the coverage of the pro- through means such as better up-
ning, the DOD has placed priority gram each year. The applicability of front planning and review, and • S
emphasis on achieving greater stabil- the Air Force approach to the other greater visibility in the program

ity for our defense programs. Im- services is being examined, budget review process.
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Competition. The DOD continues : • ......t.i-to focus on ways to improve competi- Degree of Competition:. -:. i
tion. For generations, competition
has been the preferred means for ac-
quiring supplies and services in the BY ACTIONS
government. However, for many
years, observers have wrongly 0 .equated competition with the method10 ..

of procurement; that is, formal 404
advertising. The Commission on U so co a C)
Government Procurement high- 1 90
lighted this problem more than a 60 78
decade ago. We require our purchas- 1 67 - E "-
ing activities to solicit competitive of- 1 3. 52
fers whenever practicable, whether 20
by the negotiation method o7 by for- .1 32
mal advertising. However, formal :
advertising is a procurement method 1 22
that is, for the most part, unique to 1 20 1 0 3 3'3 37
government and, even then, inap- 42
propriate for many of our programs C 40 47
and contractual efforts. 60 61 1 COMPETITIVE Inch:

O btaining effective competi- F..y Adverilhed
tion is a longstanding objec- 10 Negotlted CumpeIlve.
tive. Almost all of our major 100 NONCOMPETIIVE as:
programs, for instance, hadU competition among prime NOltdNneptlv

and subcontractors during the SOURCE: FEDERAL PROCUREMENT DATA SYSTEM
development phase. Those which
were not competed were sole source ning opportunities we are trying to high-level joint working group be
as a function of necessity, not choice. encourage with multiyear procure- formed to establish an industrial base
For example, only one shipyard ment. It generally results in a reduc- action plan encompassing issues such
makes nuclear aircraft carriers, tion of the total number of suppliers, as funding priority, surge capability,

Nevertheless, actions are under The Japanese are using this approach, and minimum sustaining production
way to improve our performance in the automobile companies are using rates consistent with reasonable . ..

competition. The DOD components this approach, and we've seen defense responsiveness.
have designated advocates for com- contractors using this as an important Industrial Modernization
petition within their respective element of their productivity im- Incentives Program (IMIP) . -'..-

organizations. Competition goals provement programs. We have to
have been established. We are work- strive for a proper balance in our ap- The cornerstone of DOD efforts to 0 ..
ing to make it easier to determine proach. improve defense contractor produc-

tivity is the ongoing test of the In-
costs and benefits of competition in Industrial Base. The deputy secre- dustrial Modernization Incentives
the production phase, and clarify tary has created another initiative, Program (IMIP) authorized by the
potential application of leader/ which has been added to the list of Deputy Secretary on November 2,
follower and other means of second- high-priority management concern. 1982. This program is intended to
sourcing for programs being planned, There is a growing concern about the develop and refine contract incentives -
or already in production. The poten- state of the industrial base and its encouraging industry to make pro-
tial for savings in this area is high. ability to respond to a crisis. Deputy ductivity enhancing capital in- "

Through actions such as these, the Secretary Taft has directed that a vestments. The incentives being :
entire procurement process is focus- tested include shared-savings rewardsNote:~~ Mr Min presented.this

ing on increasing competition where Note: Mr. Mittino presented this and contractor-investment protec- %
it makes sense. But we also recognize paper at the NASA Symposium on tion, and are primarily aimed at
there are other initiatives and efforts Productivity and Quality. September motivating contractors to invest their
that run counter to this general 25-26, 1984, Washington. D.C. own funds. The program is directed
theme. For instance, a widely recog- at overcoming the two problems most
nized way of promoting increased S Mr. Mittino is the Assistant frequently cited as inhibiting moder-
productivity and improved quality is Deputy Under Secretary of Defense nization in defense-a profit policy
for a company to work closely with for Research and Engineering (Pro- which, in certain acquisition cir-
its suppliers and vendors in this area. duction Support). cumstances, is based on cost: and, .
This involves building long-term rela- Mr. Reeves is an Industrial Engi- program uncertainties that hinder in-
tionships and, in a sense, providing neer, Industrial Productivity Office, vestment amortization and inhibit -.--

the same type of stability and plan- Office of the Secretary of Defense. long-term planning.
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Although productivity problems are
IMIP Concept and Impact well recognized and documented,

solutions are not always as apparent.
By providing an "umbrella" test,

PRORAM ACTUALS DOD components have the oppor-
(WHERE AVAILABLE) tunity to be innovative and creative.

PROJECTED PROGRAM Reluctance to try new ideas because "
precedents do not exist, coupled with 0 O
a unipolar reward system that only
penalizes mistakes, are the psycholo-
gies being attacked. The incremental - -

CST approach to implementation allows
knowledge to develop regarding what -

OR does and does not work, and to make •
LABOR adjustments. It overcomes the "Catch

22" of not being able to develop
WITH /1 SAVINGS policy without knowing all of the ef-

DJUSTED AS NEW ifects, and not being able to gain the
LE SARE necessary experience because policy is

not in place. It is indicative of the
I I I"bias for action" necessary to achieve

TIME (PROGRAM PRODUCTION LIFE) results. Success of the test IMIP may
result in its being used as a model for
other programs.

Phae I rS y mportant new tools and tech-
Phas I Devlp, Validate niques have been developed to

support IMIP. A Return-on- . S
:base 0 kuplement Savings IInvestment (ROI) model permits

(Medu~zatln) Uevaluation of the effects of an in-
vestment decision. It allows both the

As an early step in IMIP, contrac- must make sure we are always using contractor and the government to
tors are encouraged to take a look at 20th Century manufacturing methods understand the interrelationship of
their facility in a manner uncon- in the production of defense prod- capital investment and government
strained by the "As Is" situation. Em- ucts. We can't be considered suc- finance and profit policies. An in-
phasis is on factory-wide improve- cessful if it takes us until the year novative sharing factor approach
ments with multicontract and multi- 2000 to achieve this goal. Bruce (whereby shared savings rewards are
service applications. Quantum im- Springsteen's latest hit record con- allocated proportionately over all
provements are desired-not in- tains the lyrics, "you can't start a fire contracts at a manufacturing facility)
cremental, isolated, or machine-by- without a spark." The DOD hopes is being tested to facilitate factory-
machine changes. the IMIP will provide the spark to wide [MIP applications. . .

e in the Department of spur increased capital investment and The latter technique is particularlyU EDefense recognize our reduced acquisition costs, important since it has the potential of • ".' "- -

responsibilities to spur reaching the subcontractor and yen- " .
modernization and im- The test of the IMIP is a uniquely dor base-a very high priority goal of
proved productivity. We structured effort in many respects. the program. Purchased equipment

and material can account for greater

An IMIP Investment Analysis Tool than 50 percent of the value in the
production of some defense systems.
The prime contractor of the B-1
bomber uses more than 5,000 subcon- :- ..- -.

CSA 414 tractors, vendors, and suppliers.

CAS 402 GOVERNMENT A great deal has been accomplished
during the IMIP test to date. There

LOST PROIT BENEFITS has been significant activity under
IMIP up to the point of actual im-
plementation of individual contractor

SNARED SAVS MOEcapital investment plans. After this
REWARD CONTRACTOR phase, with some notable exceptions,

OTHER FACTORS ROl experience is more limited. However,
the IMIP process is an iterative one
that builds on earlier efforts. Broad
implementation and maximum bene-
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fits at a particular facility are likely to fostering greater attention to more grams mentioned earlier, and the con- 0 0
span many years. cost-effective application of specifica- structive and enthusiastic atmosphere

The most important lesson learned tion, standard, and data require- was encouraging. The concrete rec-

is that the process does work. In- ments. It will encourage greater flex- ommendations made on overcoming

creased capital investment and ibility in how requirements are im- the risk adverse nature of many of

enhanced productivity can be posed-particularly early in a pro- our acquisition participants are being

stimulated through efforts like IMIP, gram. We will stress progessive considered and acted upon. We will 0 0
which is a viable acquisition tool that definition of requirements as a monitor the many initiatives engen-

sed waen asittion waat weapon moves into development in- dered by the conference and will pro-
nbe stead of working from the start with vide lessons learned, good and bad,

thexibility must be retained to tailor detailed contract requirements that to as wide an audience as possible. Athe concepts to the particular applica-"
ioncept tow te articodular ent app may turn out to be inappropriate. We follow-up conference on this initia-

are essential-not rigid adherence to will try to express our requirements tive is being sponsored by an industry
arspecificiprcedures.idMadwillnnottbe more in "what is required" rather association and will be held this 0 0
specific procedures. IMIP will not be than "how to" terms. We will en- winter.
the answer to every problem but will courage greater contractor participa- Manufacturingmake an important contribution to a tion in defining appropriate re-Mauctrn

modernized efficient DOD manufac- tin i n in ing aiateore
turing base where it applies. quirements, and in identifying and Technology

suggesting changes to requirements The Manufacturing Technology
More Cost-Effective Contract that may be excessive. Program (MANTECH) is a well-estab- •
Requirements he services have identified 12 lished program aimed at making first-

An extremely important example major programs for initial ap- case manufacturing process and

of our efforts to improve the acquisi- plication of this concept, in- equipment improvements in the pro-
tion process deals with promoting cluding four important aircraft duction environment. An element of
more cost-effective definition of re- programs. Many companies technical risk is involved. Govern-

progams.Manycompnies ment funding participation (nomi-
quirements in our weapon system are involved with these systems and nt fund in p ar iignifi-
contracts. This is one of the efforts will have an opportunity to facilitate nally at $200 million a year) is signifi-
DOD has undertaken that ties closely development of new approaches and cant. The 400 to 500 investments ac-
with major recommendation of the new impetus to more cost-effective tive at any one time focus on a broad
White House Conference on Producrange of processes and products; for

White to "consistently evalu t example, rubber boots, TNT lines,
tivity evaluate The DOD sponsored a workshop composite aircraft skins, and rocket
government actions, regulations, and on optimizing contract requirements engine nozzles. Spinoffs into the corn-
legislation in terms of their effects on along these lines. The approximately mercial sector are significant. Indeed,
productivity in the public and private 150 key government and industry Department of Defense actions in pro-
sector." personnel attending had varied moting the development of numeri-

This initiative, authorized by the backgrounds in program manage- cally controlled machines (where we
Deputy Secretary of Defense on ment, contracting, and engineering. virtually purchased, furnished, and
January 11 of this year, is aimed at Most were associated with the 12 pro- mandated their initial application by . .

defense contractors some 20 years • S
Proper Application of Requirements ago) provided a major impetus to

A Matter of Timing as Well as Substance modern manufacturing methods.

Contract Finance,
WRONG ,Patent, and

r/. r Technical Data Rights Policies
PREMATURE A variety of activities are under •

o DETAIL way in areas such as cost accounting
standards, flexible progress pay-
ments, expedited paying cycles,
economic price adjustments, profit

""R levels commensurate with risk, patent
PREMATURE DETAIL policies, and technical data rights

DETA .IL. ,policies that have an impact on capi-
tal investment and contractor pro-
ductivity. A recent revision to our
acquisition regulations, which

EXPLONATlON DEMONSTRATION FULL-SCALE DEVELOPMENT PRODUCTION broadens those activities included in
OF AND VALIDATION the definition of manufacturing and

ALTERNATIVE production engineering and their 0
SYSTEMS allowability in manufacturing over-

head, is one example of DOD efforts - .

PROGRAM PHASES in this area.
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e in the DOD are taking S ,
Trends another intensive look at

our contract finance and

COMPUTERIZATIONINTEGRATION investment policies as a
OF DESIGNIMANUFACTURING EFFORT follow-on effort to the

study completed in 1976. The Defense .
100 ! Finance and Investment Review will

examine areas such as CAS 409, CAS
414, profit policies, and their inter-

I. srelationship and impact on an effec-
tive and efficient industrial base. Ex-IZ CAD tensive surveys and data gathering

A60 should provide a clearer picture of the
state of conditions and the motivators

WCADICAM that are working or not working in
1 40 industry. The study is scheduled to be

* Proected completed early next year.

Overhead costs illustrate dichoto-
20 mies that can occur. We tend to put

tremendous pressure on defense con-

tractors to keep overhead rates low,
1978 1983 1986' the implication being that high over-

head rates indicate inefficient opera-
tions. The opposite may actially be

SOURCE: USAF "Blueprlnt fo Tomorrow" true in the most advanced manufac-
-- turing facilities with their low direct-

labor components- possibly as low S .
as 5-10 percent of total costs. Our
pressure has the effect of creating a '.- '
contractor reluctance to do anything .

that may increase overhead rates, and
that can extend to modernization. "
One problem is a classical case of I
conflicting objectives related to cost

Twelve Weapon System Acquisition Programs Targeted for accounting. On the one hand we re-
Initial Implementation of the DOD Initiative to Develop More quire consistency-the first rule of ac-

counting. But we also desire that
Cost-Effective Contract Requirements costs be directly charged wherever

feasible. Unfortunately, whenever we
deviate for specific reasons from the , .
norm in the second instance we may

ARMY: LHX EXPERIMENTAL LIG'T HELICOPTER be forced, for the sake of consistency,
AATWS ADVANCED ANTI-TANK WEAPON SYSTEM to continue allocations in overhead
PERSHING I MISSILE SYSTEM on a wider scale than may otherwise
MICN$ MODULAR INTEGRATED COMMUNICATIONS & be necessary. We will have to relook "

NAVIGATION SYSTEM at our cost accounting standards as
we move to next-generation manufac-

turing techniques. Deputy SecretaryNAVY: VTXTS (T-45TS) UNDERGRADUATE JET FLIGHT TRAINING tis cniden etlSenta
SYSTEM special project to promote incentives

JVX JOINT SERVICES ADVANCED VERTICAL LIFT to reduce overhead costs that may
AIRCRAFT PROGRAM have a bearing on this general area.

CV IZ ASW HEL REPLACEMENT INNER ZONE AM ASW VEHICLE
LHD.1 AMPHIBIOUS ASSAULT SHIP (MULTI-PURPOSE) Science and Technology

The Department of Defense con-
AM FORCE: ATF ADVANCED TACTICAL FIGHTER ducts a wide range of projects-from

INEWS INTEGRATED ELECTRONIC WARFARE SYSTEM basic research to advanced technol-
ERAM EXTENDED RANGE ANTI-ARMOR MUNITION ogy demonstrations-that have re-
AFWIS AMl FORCE WORLDWIDE MILITARY COMMAND suited in manufacturing advances.

MODERNIZATION AND CONTROL SYSTEM INFORMATION Programs involving very high speed
SYSTEM MODERNIZATION integrated circuits, acoustics, com-

puters, computer software, sensors,

Program Manager 20 November-December 1984
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in early discussions about the possi- 0 0
Comparison of Capital Investment as a Percentage of Sales of bility ot making productivity im-

the General Aerospace Sector to Defense-Oriented Industrial provement a similar area of special

Segments Within This Sector interest.
Quality

Productivity and quality are in- - S
14 separable issues. Because quality has

such a major impact on decisions
AEROSPACE about manufacturing processes, '
SECTOR equipment, and supplies (and because

quality has become an increasingly10
significant problem in defense
materiel acquisition), the DOD is re-

emphasizing its policies and programs
6 aimed at improving product quality.

The department encourages commit- 1
4 ment from top management and is

W promoting increased awareness and
2 attention to quality problems during 0 0

TS design and manufacturing. The DOD
INDUSTRIAL SEGMT is re-examining its qualification andITH OVER 50% DEFENSE certification programs to determine

ESS . whether quality is sufficiently stressed.
Perhaps most importantly, we are

1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 trying to find new ways to include
quality history into our source selec- * S

SOURCE: 1983 FEDERAL ACQUISITION PAPER BY LT COL 0. M. COLLINS tion process.
robotics, controls, and various pendent Research and Development Defense Industries Productivity/ "-
materials provide new knowledge (IR&D). Despite congressional limita- Quality Computer Conference
that benefits both national security tions on total IR&D ceilings, we are
and the private sector. The private placing special emphasis on indus- The DOD has taken the lead in
sector carries out about two-thirds of try., university interactions and organizing a Defense Industries Pro- .
this DOD effort, greatly facilitating systems readiness and support pro- ductivity/Quality Computer Con-
the transfer of such technology to jects. We are accommodating these ference as an outgrowth of the White -- .

commercial applications, special interests through our normal House Conference on Productivity
negotiation process, with special and the Defense Industries Produc-

The DOD continues to support treatment in the technical-evaluation tivity Workshop held in Houston,
well-established programs like Inde- process. In addition, we are engaged Texas, in July of 1983. The computer , 0

Typical Components of Manufacturing Costs Factors Affecting Productivity
ENBINEERING (S°,,) (Composite Findings of Kendrick, Denison & Jorgenson) " *. 2

FINANCE
(10%/)

LABOR •" " '. -

MANAGERIAL

MATERIALS (50%) (10%) TECHNOLOGY
INDIRECT 59%

LABOR (15%) CAPITAL

OIRECT\ 27%
LABOR
(10%)

P. M. 2 N -- ,.-, -
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conference, which is close to opera- ment. These templates will enable a Varety Reduction Through -
tional, is intended to enhance corn- contractor to assess and compare his
munications and activity aimed at im- facility and thereby identify desirable One Part Mi Part
proving productivity and quality in improvements. The government ben- MIL-M-38510/10101
the defense acquisition environment; efits as well in that the templates give
it will be oriented toward identifica- productivity factors greater visibility
tion, discussion, and solution of prac- and provide the tools by which man-
tical problems; it will serve as a ufacturing risk can be progressively NSN: BEFORE & AFTER MIL SPEC
stimulant, catalyst, and vehicle for minimized.
necessary actions. The computer con- 20" -  is
ference results are expected to pro- Integration of Contract Incentives"
vide discussion and input into current The DOD is revitalizing the Value
issues confronting DOD, establish- Engineering Program and developing -
ment of projects, assignment new incentives under the Industrial 15"
responsibilities, coordination and Modernization Incentives Program.
comments on related documents These actions highlight concern that -.
(such as regulations and handbooks), the department has numerous con- ."
communication about ongoing ac- tract incentives, all developed in 10
tivities, quick feedback on issues of isolation, which are neither always 4
concern to the participants (such as understood nor congruous. These in- 0
reaction to proposed legislation), in- clude design-to-cost goals, reliability Z
formation and data gathering, and incentives, award fees, potential .
"case studies" of actual experiences, quality incentives, and cost-plus- 5-
Participants are expected to provide incentive contracts. At present, the
individual perspectives rather than DOD is developing guidance on the 1
official organizational positions. systematic use and interrelationship

of incentives. S
Manufacturing Plans NON-STO STO
and Emphasis Productivity Measurement PART PART "" "

Too often in the past the DOD has Productivity measurement is usu-
emphasized the performance charac- ally one of the first subjects all REDUCTION - 18.1
teristics of products it acquires rather organizations must grapple with in
than manufacturing efficiency; DOD establishing a productivity improve- AVERAGE COST PER PART
selected contractors based on their ment program. The DOD sponsored
design and engineering capabilities a study under cognizance of the
rather than on their manufacturing ca- Army Procurement Research Office,
pabilities. This is changing. DOD is with support from the Air Force
now promoting increased attention to Business Research Center, to develop 10
productivity and quality improve- practical measures of productivity 10-'
ment plans as integral parts of our relative to defense contracting that -1
acquisition strategy, and acting to can support both overall baseline
reinforce contractor activities and assessments and Industrial Moder-
foster greater emphasis in this area. nization Incentives Program negotia-
Efficiency of the manufacturing proc- tions. One of the not too surprising
ess, manufacturing plans, and quality conclusions is that improvements in 5-

* are being given more visibility. They this area are needed. It is a difficult
are increasingly important considera- subject and much remains to be
tions during our source selection learned. 2
evaluations and major system reviews.

* The DOD recently issued two Spare Parts and Warranties
Directives that will have an impact in Spare parts, a highly visible and
this regard-DoDD 4245.7, "Transi- controversial subject, is indicative of
tion from Development to Produc- the problems and complexities we NON-STO STO
tion," and DoDD 4245.6, "Defense face in improving our acquisition PARTS PART
Production Management." Both are process. "Horror stories" have -.
the result of a recently completed permeated the media during the past REDUCTION - 5.1 .'. -
Defense Science Board study on the year, but the full story has rarely
problem of transitioning from design been told: that DOD employees
to production. The study recom- found the examples of overpricing; S
mended the use of a series of that they represent only a small
templates for design, testing, produc- percentage of our purchases; that
tion, facilities, and capital invest- DOD employees found the examples
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of overloading; and that we have alternate fighter engine warranty is -Incentive and bonus systems for
taken steps to solve the problems. But one example of the kind of warranty both productivity and quality
the fact remains that there have been that is in the public's best interest. -R&D limited partnerships
problems and we must do everything However, everyone needs more ex- -Factory of the future
possible to make sure necessary im- perience in tailoring warranties to the -Productivity in U.S. naval ship-
provements are made. We have to be specific situation. Warranties will be building
careful that the cures we institute to successful to the extent they foster -Educational training, and DOD/ 0 0
correct the problems do not over- greater acceptance of contractor University interactions.
compensate to the point of reducing responsibilities in ensuring quality,
overall efficiency and productivity, reliability, and productivity objec- Responsibilities

ccordingly, last year tives. If, on the other hand, warran- Because of the nature of the
Secretary Caspar Weinberger ties function as the traditional in- system, the DOD has a more inten-
instituted a conscientious surance policy (where in a probabilis- sive relationship with its contractors
and responsible 10-point pro- tic sense expected costs exceed ex- than may typically occur. Part of this 0
gram to reform spare-parts pected benefits), they will be ineffi- is due to our program management

procurement. It provides for a variety cient. structure and involvement. Other
of measures-incentives to employees reasons include general public at-
who detect and correct over-pricing, titudes and pressures. It is important
hotlines for them to check on ques- Thirteen of the that overall responsibilities are not
tionable prices, the appointment of diminished, obscured, or lost. For in- S S
competition advocates to challenge original 32 stance, modernization is first and
sole-source procurements, tighter foremost an industry responsibility.
contracts to provide for future spares initiatives have been We in the DOD don't want IMIP to
competition, sanctions against ir- essentially inhibit industry from moving ag-
responsible contractors, and continu-tially gressively on its own. Indeed, IMIP is
ing audits to review our progress in completed, most appropriate when a company

IL.. correcting problems. including tat e can demonstrate that it is already .
Value engineering is one of the pro- initiatives making significant strides to improve

grams we are emphasizing in this to reduce DSARC productivity. The IMIP is a way for
regard. We issued a new directive on DOD to demonstrate that we recog-
this subject, are sponsoring a major data, to ensure use nize our responsibilities, and to rein-
workshop on value engineering in force ongoing contractor activities.early November, and expect in theof the proper Another case in point is illustrated by ____

near future to establish and test a contract type an example that parallels our focus on
comprehensive value engineering t more cost-effective contract require- --- :.. -

data base as part of Government In- ments. Recent problems of soldering .--.. -- -
'.K dustry Data Exchange Program on one of our weapon systems was at- -" ' .. "

(GIDEP). tributed by some to be the result of

Another example is our parts con- relying on a contractor's procedures
trol program where we strive to pro- Other Initiatives rather than imposing the DOD speci- .

mote the greater use of standard parts 1We have attempted to outline the fication on this subject. Ultimately,
however, the contractor has the re-

in our equipment. This allows us to breadth of activity under way in the
sponsibility of furnishing tothmake larger quantity buys and DOD to improve productivity in the

reduces our inventory costs; it sup- acquisition environment. Space does government equipment meeting per-
formance requirements, regardless of - "ports competition because we typi- not permit an exhaustive discussion whether or not the military specifica-

cally have technical data available to of every subject. The following are tion was imposed. Unfortunately. the
allow procurement of these items. We examples of additional topics, some
estimate that through the parts con- less well defined than the aforemen- message t e t ersnnel will
trol program alone the Departm ent of tioned, that are receiving attention o brelax th r e u e n t un d

Defense saved well over $100 million and may be expected to receive addi-circumstances q y
circmstacesbecause in one instancein 1983. tional visibility as productivity im- a problem occurred.

Warranties present a different provement efforts proceed:
challenge to the DOD. Section 794 of -Production engineering talent, A related concern is that we in the
the Appropriations Act has required capabilities, and availability government may be trying to operate
that, in addition to design and -Program manager training from too many lists of initiatives and
workmanship warranties, we obtain -White-collar productivity recommendations. The DOD Ac-
a performance warranty on all -Human resource programs quisition Improvement Program, the
weapon systems and components. -Inventory cost reduction White House Conference on Produc-
We in the DOD have utilized warran- -Methods of motivating acquisition tivity, the Defense Industries Produc-
ties effectively for many years, and participants tivity Workshop, the Grace Commis-
thus continue to support their use -Scrap and rework reduction t WhG C
where appropriate. The Air Force -Contractor productivity centers (CoitiiU'd oh paat' 28)
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rograms, incldingSysem... .. £ . -

at the Defense Systems Man-

W agement College, tend to be
complicated. This presents a
problem to many program HOW tO

managers and program management
students because they tend to be sens- S ea r"
ing, thinking, and judging (STJ) Jung Spa
types. Essentially, they would like to
take a program, put it in preformat- W heat from
ted order, set up relationships, and

": have it stay put. But, in fact, the very
nature of programs prevents such saior.suiet C h a ffstatic order. Visualize for a moment a .-'.",. ....

three-dimensional blob of soft clay. F "
Now visualize separate areas on theProgram
blob labeled "technical performance,
business, and policy." You may want
to further subdivide each area. As
this blob. your program, moves Kenneth H. Stavenjord
along, it changes shape. Boundaries
of separate areas change in relative
size, shape, and importance. At a
given point, policy may be .he high-
est priority of the program; a later,
technical performance may domi-
nate. The program may split into sep-
arate programs, merge with other
programs, grow, or shrink. Always,
it is changing.

Because it is a three-dimensional
body. apparently what you see in the
program depends upon your vantage
point. If an accountant looks at the
program, he will view the business
portion. An engineer will have a dif-
ferent perspective, and so on. This is
similar to the different views of the

I world held by the two 5th century
B.C. Greek philosophers Parmenides
and Heraclitus. Parmenides said
thought and words require "objects"
outside themselves. Since a thought
can be returned to at anytime, the
object" must always exist. There-

tore, there is no change. Heraclitus,.
on the other hand, said the world is in
a continuous state of change. You can
never put your foot in the same river lege presents an opportunity to management while guarding zealous-

, twice because the river is flowing and change hats and to experience many ly that essential ingredient, flexibility. - .
is never the same. They were looking view points, to rotate and examine It is a process that starts with climate
at the world. Each had a point, the program from different orienta- setting, and moves through discov-

My objective as a facilitator at tions, and to develop the future pro- ery. problem solving, planning, shar-
DSMC is to have future program gram manager's generalist perspec- ing, and evaluation. (See Figure 1). S
managers gain insight into the com- tive. __

plexity. dynamics, and messiness of Back to the problem of program *Also known as the SFM (Stavenjord
* ' programs. I want them to look at a managers who are sensors thinkers. Facilitation Modeh. the process was

program from the different perspec- Program managers tend to want more dez'eloped bU Professor Stateniord of
tives of accountants, engineers, and structure than they will find. They DSMC. Application by professors and
congressional staffers. To under- want to see where the program is students in e~xperienitial lvaflhi?ig situa- *
stand, students must look at wht:re going, a road map it you will. In re- tions at DSAIC has proz'ed the model

" they're viewing from. System X at the sponse to this need, the SFM puts a to be a thoiught-process standard for
Defense Systems Management Col- bit of structure back into program program managters.
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Each manager approaches program about the total environment the pro- and selecting one. Other issues still
management with a unique technical, gram is currently existing in; not only may have to be solved. But concen-
policy, business, and experience the specifics of our program and its trate on the most significant one for
background, which could be likened immediate environment, but the big- the moment; in the real world, there
to the batteries in an imaginary laser ger picture. What is our service objec- probably are two or three alternative
flashlight. I use "laser" to illustrate tive? What are our total defense ob- solutions. Quite often in the DSMC
the tendency to illuminate, very jectives? How do they fit our national System X world, I encourage students
brightly, an extremely narrow por- objectives, of which defense is only a to decide on one and exercise the cru- S
tion of the problem or program. Fa- part? cial process of decision-making. It is
cilitation, then, acts like a defuser to Into this construct of program and said that you can tread water, sink
your program management laser environment, we interject our objec- and drown, or you can decide.
beam. It spreads the beam and helps tive. Quite often in the DSMC Sys- Throughout the PMC at DSMC, stu-
illuminate more of the problem, al- tem X cases, we give students the gen- dents are urged to make decisions. . .
beit less intensely. Without it you eral objective: i.e., how to assesscon- The how of the decision-making 0 0
would possibly beam right through tractor performance; another, how to model is something students research
the program management process; ensure successful software develop- and think about. Decision models, or
e.g., here's a problem and here's a so- ment: yet another, how to ensure suc- risk-assessment models, vary from
lution. What we're trying to do, the cessful systems engineering, the quick and simple to the complex.
purpose of facilitation and the pur-
pose of this facilitator, is to ensure After looking at the environment, Are students going to make decisions

that students glean the maximum seeing your program in it and inject- by red, yellow, or green go? By flip-
value from each step in the program ing an objective, comes the step, dis- ping a coin? By consensus? By some *. •

covery, when students identify and operational research process? Deci-management process. prioritize issues. Four issues will be sion models include risk profiles, util-

found in the DSMC System X cases: ity, multiattribute utility, networks,
obvious, embedded, hidden, and in- iso-risk contours, delphi, trace, and
vented. One reason we stress issues ends-means. Another option availa-

I and issue papers throughout System ble in the real world is the consultant 0
X cases at DSMC, is to emphasize sig- specializing in good decisions.
nificance of discovery. An essential Welement of successful program leader- Whichever model is used to make -.-

emeno, uccesfu prgramleaer-decisions, students should include re-
ship is discovering and prioritizing fecive tikn ts hat? i ohn
significant issues. The program man- flective thinking. What's that7 John

ager sets the stage and priorities for Dewey, American philosopher and
team efforts. Once he decides the pri- educator (1859-1952), said that all jo .0

ority of the issues, the team can more thinking is caused by a difficulty. Dif-

effectively spend their resources of ficulty is the motivator that causes
time, money, expertise, and people. you to think. There are four levels of
Once you've found the problem, you thinking in Dewey's theory.
can solve it. But, have you found the -Barely thinking or panic thinking.
right problem? Are you zeroing in on When faced with a problem, we grab
the most significant problem for your the first solution that comes along

program-at this time, in this envi- and go with it.
ronment, for your objectives? Herein -Stereotypical thinking or pat an-
lies the real challenge for successful swer. If you are looking for a type of
program managers. The importance contract to issue for production, you
of discovery is stressed repeatedly in check business class notes and find
the DSMC System X. What is impor- contract types; then, you choose the 0 0
tant in each case? Not that the case is one recommended for production.
a mess: and not the credibility gap of This is going to a cookbook, consult-
too little data. Rather, what do stu- ing a laundry list, looking up your

In the first step, climate setting, we dents see as significant to their objec- situation, and reading the answer.
look at the environment in which our tive based upon what they have avail- Stay away from this.
program exists. Obvious things like able in the case? Here's a chance to -Reflective thinking. Based on your
dates, politics, limitations, R&D exercise discovery leadership, to walk analysis, you draw upon business,
phase,,, funding. society, organiza- in as a program manager, and ask: policy, technical, and experience to
tion. history, service inclinations, "What has to be done here, what's arrive at alternatives, which, per-
and the Congress are environmental significant, what's wheat, and what's haps, are unique-not necessarily the
wonsiderations. For example, the chaff?" exact ones in the cookbook, although
Congress is now talking warranties; students might take those alternatives
previously, it was competition. To Having selected the most signifi- as input. Instead, you apply common • S
urderstand what our program is, we cant issue, students are ready for the sense in choosing alternatives, basing
must step back, take a holistic ap- next step, problem solving, generat- decisions upon your analysis of the
proach, and ask what is pertinent ing an issue's alternative solutions situation-not because the cookbook .'
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said so, but because it made sense for the p p lay out a detailed schedules7 Precisely how do you *
your particular problem or program. plan of exactly how to implement a make a solution and program real?

: -Habitual reflective thinking. We solution, and be sure to include things Having laid out plans, we want stu-
strive to achieve this. We give stu- like nodal points, or future decision- dents to share and present them to the
dents many opportunities to use re- points unique to a particular plan. If System X section, and discuss how
flective thinking in System X at you take one course of action at a they chose the plan. Group time is
DSMC so that when an issue presents nodal point, your program may be- valuable. Sharing experiences, dilem-
itself in real life they will automatical- come budget sensitive; another, polit- mas, and impasses that had to be
ly think reflectively; i.e., take a step ically sensitive; yet another, service- overcome in finalizing a plan are sig- . .-.
back, look at the issue, develop alter- criticism sensitive. What risks or sen- nificant learning experiences.
native solutions, and arrive at a deci- sitivities are added by a decision, and
sion making sense to the student. how do you manage them? Would In presenting a particular solution, - .

you reorganize your office to cope I look for the honest-broker attitude, :"--
This brings us to planning-imple- with the highest areas of risk? Would which will serve well in presentations -.- -

menting a selected solution to a se- you let particular types of contracts? in the real world. What do I mean by S S
lected and most significant issue. In Would you budget risk-funds or risk- (Continued on page 28)

Figure 1. SFM-You Are the Program Advocate • S
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A major revision of the Defense _________________ recting, and controlling the use of '

Manufacturing Management people, money, materials, equip-
Handbook has just come off ment, and facilities to accomplish the
the press. The second edition D manufacturing task economically.
of this popular handbook, D efense The handbook also explores the

dated July 1984, replaces the original objectives of defense manufacturing
edition published in 1982. The revi- M anufacturin management which are to:
sion incorporates significant new and -L- ,--ctuI 0 m 0
timely information. Conceived by -Ensure that sufficient manufactur-
DSMC, the project was accomplished M g ing planning has been accomplished . .
through contract support from M ana em ent early in a progam so that the manu-
Analytics, Inc., under the direction of facturing effort will be performed
Thomas M. McCann. I served as the A Handbook for the smoothly and at a reasonable cost.. . -

DSMC project manager. -Ensure that the defense system or
A numbroDeatment Program equipment design will lead to efficientA number of Department of De- t

fense organizations provided infor- Management and economical quantity manufac-
mation, as well as advice, to enhance ture.

the handbook text. Among the orga- Community -Assess the status of the program at
nizations were the Office of the Un- any point during the production

dersecretary of Defense for Research David D. Acker phase to determine if schedule, costs,
and Engineering; the Army, Navy and quality standards are being met.

-Conduct assessments and reviews
and Air Force Product Engineering of the manufacturing effort required
Services Offices; HQ AMC; HQ to meet decision g q
AFSC; HQ AFLC; AFSC's Aeronauti- in a defense systems acquisition pro-

cal Systems Division; many program gram. "

management offices; and DSMC
faculty, students, and alumni. " The handbook is to be used by pro- 0

At the outset, the contractor met .- V - gram managers and their staffs as a

with the DSMC project team to out- desk reference during the defense sys

line the broad subject matter to be in- htes acquisition process, particularly
cluded in each chapter. We decided when preparing for and executing
that each topic included in the hand- the production phase of a program.

bo shudbwrtetosadI Therefore, the handbook includes .. ----- :
book should be written to stand , discussions of Department of De- p S

alone, so that anyone using the hand- the .a.no i Defense policies, directives, method-
book would be able to find sufficient - folies, drcties, meth-
detail on a given topic without refer- ologies. and practices-along with
ence to another area of the hand- alist of acronyms and a glossaryoot of terms-applicable to the man-

agement of the manufacturing
The second edition of the hand- effort of defense contractors.

book contains 16 primary subject - o -n

areas (chapters): an overview of ' In late 1978, the Joint Logistics
DOD manufacturing management, Commanders, who originally recog-
the industrial base, product develop- nized the need for this handbook, re-
ment, manufacturing planning, man- agement methods used in defense sys- quested that such a document be pre-
ufacturing scheduling, manufacturing tems acquisition programs. Manufac- pared for use by program manage-
cost estimating, contracting issues in turing and manufacturing manage- ment offices. About the same time, 0 0
manufacturing, producibility, manu- ment, as used in the handbook, have Defense Systems Management Col-
facturing processes, manufacturing been defined as follows: lege Executives were considering the
controls, manufacturing surveys and -Manufacturing: the conversion of preparation of a handbook for use in
reviews, transition from development raw materials into products and/or courses focusing on defense manufac-
to production, management during components thereof, through a series turing management. The handbook
the production phase, product assur- of manufacturing procedures and satisfies both of these needs. It de-
ance, manufacturing in multinational processes. It includes such major scribes the basic activities associated 0 .
programs, and the factory of the functions as manufacturing planning with producing defense systems and
future, and scheduling; manufacturing engi- associated equipment, the current

Although the text of the original neering; fabrication and assembly; in- critical issues affecting manufacturing
handbook was revised, the basic pur- stallation and checkout; demonstra- management, the common causes
pose of the handbook did not change. tion and testing; product assurance;
The handbook still gives the user an and determination of resource re- *Mr. Acker is a Professor of Engi-
understanding of, and a basic work- quirements. neering Management in the Research
ing familiarity with, the newest and -Manufacturing Management: the Directorate, Department of Research
most effective manufacturing man- technique of planning, organizing, di- and Information, at DSMC.

Program Manager 27 November-December 1984
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(and cures, when known) of manu- Productivity Improvement 1 .
facturing problems, and lessons
learned on past defense system pro- (Continued from page 23)
grams. Manufacturing management sion, Reform 88, most likely the sions. The department believes that
considerations during the develop- NASA Symposium, and numerous determinations based on narrow
ment phase, as well as the production other forums generate initiatives and issues are unacceptable unless the
phase of a program, are given special recommendations. There are enough broader consequences are also con-

. consideration. The handbook also re- recommendations to keep people sidered. Admittedly, some areas are
lates the manufacturing function to busy for years. Few people try to going to be beyond control but, in
the fielding of defense systems and relate or integrate these recommenda- most instances, improvements are
the subsequent logistics support ac- tions or build on earlier efforts. Most possible. Productivity is not, how-
tivities. try to portray theirs as the immediate ever, being pursued for its own sake, -" j' -

The second edition of the hand- answer to all problems. Others are but rather as a way of reducing DOD - -- •
book contains revisions, deletions, busy generating new recommenda- acquisition costs.
and a rearrangement of the topics in- tions; however, initiatives and Discussions with defense contrac-
cluded in the original manuscript. It recommendations are the easy part of tors having excellent productivity im-
also contains many new topics and an the process. Real progress is made by provement records indicate that the
expansion of previous topics (when actually doing all of the detailed work "little things" cumulatively result in
appropriate). New and expanded top- associated with implementation. large productivity gains. Much can be
ics include preplanned product im- Proper implementation is the key to achieved from small investments in
provement, transition from develop- success and is the most difficult task. the right equipment and from •
ment to production, establishing To the extent that the proliferation of creating an environment in which all
leadtimes, "should cost," multiple in- initiatives and recommendations employees have the responsibility
centives, producibility, robotics, keeps us from focusing on specific ac- and opportunity to make needed 
CAD/CAM, investment in facility tions (usually accomplished one at a changes and produce quality products.

* modernization, low rate initial pro- time), we detract from our ability to
duction (LRIP), post-production sup- effect change. More attention needs The goal is to make defense con-
port, and flexible manufacturing sys- to be placed on assignment of respon- tractors aware of the importance of * •
tems. Although much new material sibilities and follow-through, enhancing productivity, to focus at-

* has been added, with rigorous editing tention on what specifically can be
the contractor has been able to reduce Conclusion done to effect improvement, and to
the length of the second edition by The Department of Defense is com- overcome complacency. A steady,
one-third. mitted to productivity improvement long-term, and iterative approach is

As manufacturing problems or and is attempting to factor the effects necessary-with a great deal of atten-
questions arise on a particular pro- on productivity into all relevant deci- tion paid to detail.U I a-.
gram, one should be able to turn to . ..-.. -
the appropriate section of the hand- How to Separate :___-"___
book and find a discussion pertinent
to those problems or questions. Al- - .... -"though it was not the intention of the (Continued from page 26) Evaluation and closure are not in-

tended to be a cap on the exercise, or
College to provide an exhaustive honest broker? Detached enthusiasm. a conclusion. They are intended to - -

treatment of any subject, the hand- I mean presenting each service point give feedback on a process and, per-
book does provide sufficient informa- of view of the best solution. One haps, additional guidance on attack-
tion to be responsive to the needs of a doesn't necessarily present an oppo- ing future problems. Frequently, stu-
program office or students in the nent's view, but, is willing to address dents walk out of the System X class
classroom, it if necessary. An alternative view with more questions than solutions.

A limited number of copies of the may have credibility. They may have identified areas where
handbook are available from DSMC. Having presented, discussed and they want to learn more and obtain
They may be obtained by addressing debated a plan, we evaluate it. This is more expertise. They may want to do
a letter to the following: particularly important for "organiza- additional research, or pose questions
Defense Manufacturing Management tion" types. In System X classes at to faculty members. We at the De-

Handbook DSMC, we don't evaluate perform- fense Systems Management College
" ATTN: Project Manager, DRI-R ance on whether or not the "right" de- encourage this. Our evaluation and !I

Defense Systems Management cisions were made. Rather, we evalu- closure are intended to be a calibra- 0 •
College ate in terms of the process. The PMC tion point for the thinking process.

Fort Belvoir, VA 22060-5426 class and I look at each process to see The DSMC objectives are to have
Copies will be available for broad that problems were addressed with a students develop an appreciation for

distribution through the Defense holistic approach, reflective thinking, complexities of program manage-
Technical Information Center, Alex- considered resource constraints, sale- ment, develop a holistic approach to
andria, Va., (Autovon 284-7633 or ability, service acceptability, risk, problem solving, become habitual
Commercial 274-7633) in the near fu- cost, schedule, technical perform- retlective thinkers and, continuously I
ture. However, as of this writing, no ance, "ilities," and that the process check to see that, in tact, they are

ccession number has been assigned.• makes sense. making sense. -

Program Manager 28 November-December 1984
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OFPP Report Relates to

Key Procurement
Legislation

in the
98th Congress

Dr. William N. Hunter

Action of 1984 (Public Law price and other price-related factors development capability to be pro-
98-369) was signed July 18, -It is not necessary to conduct dis- vided by an educational or other non-
1984. The Act incorporates cussions with the responding sources profit institution or an FFRDC. 0
many ideas from the "Pro- about their bids H.R 4209 allows the head of an

posal for a Uniform Federal Procure- -There is a reasonable expectation agency to provide for the procure-
ment System," which was submitted of receiving more than one sealed bid. ment of property or services using
to the Congress by the Office of Otherwise, competitive proposals competitive procedures, but exclud-
Federal Procurement Policy in must be requested ing other than small business con-
February 1982: - cerns, in furtherance of Sections 9 .0 0
-Use of advance procurement plan- and 15 of the Small Business Act.
ning to obtain full and open competi-

the o peito in The provisions of Section 8(a) ofo eiion the Small Business Act are neither
Simplifying and streamlining Contracting Act superseded nor affected by these new

procurement process Contprocedures.
-Promoting the use of commercial 

"-'-"-"-z-
-promting heue of mciale of 1984 Procurement procedures are in- 9 .
products, whenever practicable ovolved. In preparing for procurement
-Requiring the use of functional spe- of property or services, the head of an
cifications, whenever practicable. agency is required to:

Amendments to the Armed The head of an agency may use -Specify agency needs and solicit .. . .
competitive procedures, but exclude a bids or proposals in a manner de-Procurement Act (ASPA) particular source in order to establish sid in a an e -

The general requirements are to: or maintain an alternative source or signed to achieve full and open com-
-Require the use of competitive pro- sources of supply, if he/she deter- petition

i -Use advance procurement planning
cedures in order to obtain full and mines that it would: and market research
open competition -Increase or maintain competition -Develop specifications to oLtain I
-Define competitive procedures to and likely result in reduced overall full and open competition (functional
include also procurement of A-E serv- costs specifications are preferred).
ices under Brooks Act procedures, -Be in the interest of national de- Evaluation and award procedures S S
competitive selection of basic re- fense to have the facility available in remain essentially the same as they
search proposals, and GSA multiple case of national emergency or indus- were for formal advertising and com-
award schedule programs trial mobilization petitive negotiation. For sealed bids,
-Eliminiate the preference for formal -Be in the interest of national de- award shall be made without discus-
advertising, which puts use of com- I fense in establishing or maintaining sions to the responsible bidder whose
petitive proposals on par with use of bid conforms to the solicitation and is
sealed bids nEditor's Note: Dr. William N. most advantageous to the United
-Eliminate the exceptions ustifying Hunter. former Director of the Fed- States, considering only price and the I
negotiation eral Acquisition Institute and current other price-related factors included in
-Significantly limit the use of non- occupant of the Office of Federal Pro- the solicitation. For competitive pro-
competitive procedures. curement Policy Chair in the DSMC posals, award shall be made, with or

Use ot competitive procedures is in- Executive Institute, uses this space to without discussions with responsible
volved Use of sealed bids is required keep Program Manager readers in- sources within the competitive range, S
it formed about the activities of the Of- considering only price and the other

-Time permits solicitation, submis- fice of Federal Procurement Policy factors included in the solicitation.
%ion and evaluation of sealed bids (OFPP). (Continued on page 31)
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he Defense Systems Manage- Course Components Another unique course characteris- -.T m ltic is that the student has flexibility in
Individualized Self-Paced The course, developed by J individualizing or tailoring it to one's
ISP) Course in June 1962 and Stanley Baumgartner who previously particular needs. Aimed at on-the-job
Sit has been an overwhelming had developed the instructor-oriented objectives, anything that doesn't con-

success. The subject matter, Contrac- CPM Course at DSMC, comprises 1 tribute to job performance is elimi-
tor Performance Measurement topic areas or modules: nated. An individual may elect one of
(CPM), provides instruction for peo- -A course overview five tracks, tailored to one's work re- .0.
pIe who, for whatever reason, are un- -Introduction to CPM sponsibilities; to qualify for a certifi- %
able to attend a regular course presen- -Work breakdown structure cate of completion, however, a stu-
tation. With personnel turnover in -Five groups of criteria dent must complete all 11 modules.
defense program offices, with pro- -Data analysis techniques
gram managers being criticized for -Estimate at completion Approach to Learning
not having sufficient school-trained -An interim summary Emphasis is on exercises requiring 6 •
individuals, and with limitations on -Baseline management and financial students to evaluate work-
program personnel temporary-duty reporting breakdown structures, analyze re-
funds and class quotas, the College -C/SCSC implementation and sur- ports for trends, and identify trouble
needed a way to extend this course of- veillance areas. Other exercises and caselettes
fering. CPM/ISP was that alter- -Cost schedule status report, and require analysis of a budget, a sched-
native. -Final test. ule, and development of estimated

I have written this article to intro- For the most part, instructions are costs at completion. All case incidents S
duce this alternative to program man- presented through workbooks in an are based on actual situations
agers in government and industry, easy-to-read format. That's not to say "disguised to protect the innocent."
and to provide information on the the course is not demanding. Most We recognize there are certain as-
current status of CPM/ISP. I modules are intense and require in- pects of learning the student will not

realize through the CPM/ISP Course;
the opportunity to discuss topics with . S 6C n 't A ttend the instructor is lacking, as are en-
riching topic areas, and the benefit of

- S dialogue among students. A substan- - 7
tial part of the responsibility is trans-
ferred to the individual, thus requir-
ing more student discipline to com-
plete the ISP Course than does a resi-
dent course. Each instructional

Contractor Performance module contains a test for self-evalua-
tion; a final test, to be submitted to I

Measurement Individualized DSMC, is provided in Module 11. A
Self-Paced Course (CPM/ISP) grade of 75 or better is required to

pass.

-An Alternative Current Status

Dr. Anthony Webster As of September 1984, 1,126
students have enrolled in the
CPM/ISP Course-306 military and

depth understanding of the concepts, 818 civilians; 227 students have corn-
Objective pleted the course to date. A statistical

and the ability to apply the prin- breakout of student participation is i - ,
This course, focusing to improve ciples. This course requires greater provided in Figure 1. -"'"" .

on-the-job performances to program demonstration of skills than do
office personnel, does not include instructor-oriented courses. The reactions of students have been
frills or "nice-to-know" material. favorable and most indicate the,

Selected parts may be skipped, de-

pending on the student's job require- Unique Characteristics course has been useful. Perhaps the 9 ,

ment and contractor performance The CPM/lSP Course allows the following comment from Captain
measurement. The course objective is individual to work according to Lawrence E. Sweeney, USAF, Deputy

to make individuals more effective his/her own schedule. It can be taken Director for Technology and Profes-
on-the-job in activities such as detect- a unit at a time (modules are broken - ".'- -

ing trends on a program perform- into units); this is what makes the R Dr. Webster, a Professor of Finan- .'--.. -

ance, spotting trouble areas, forecast- course self-paced. Students should be cial Management in the Business
. ing cost at completion, assessing the able to complete the course within 4 Management Department at DSMC.

cost impact of problems, and recom- months after registration; however, is the Course Director for the CPM "

Lending corrective actions, they are given a year for completion. and the CPM/ISP Courses.

Program Manager 30 November-December 1984
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The only approval required is from 0Figure 1. Total CPM/ISP StatstIcs to Date the applicant's supervisor. Military
Enrolled Graduated officers, and corresponding civilians

(government civilians and employees
W CIv Total MN CIv Total in private industry), whose jobs re-

Army 144 127 271 24 21 45 quire knowledge in contractor per-
Navy 25 78 103 2 13 15 formance measurement, are eligible 0 "
NOWeu 122 7 130253 2 13 to enroll. A charge of $50.00 is re-A r 122 131 26025 3 64 quired from industry students.Igus / - 280 280 - 72 72 . {

011W DOD 15 141 156 1 24 25 Upon registration, course materials
Other Federal - 54 54 - 4 4 will be provided to each applicant in
Fet~nel, 2 7 9 2 - 2 a package consisting of the 11 mod-ules and a set of reference documents.
Tomt 308 a1 1,126 54 173 227 The student is allowed 12 months to 0 6

complete the course, and may request
sional Development, Directorate of spent studying. The people at a 1-month extension if necessary. If
Computer Resources, sums up stu- the Defense Systems Manage- the course is not completed within the
dent reaction: ment College who prepared this 12-month period, the student must

program certainly deserve con- wait a year to reapply.
I am writing to tell you how gratulations. Please extend In a Nutshell •
much I enjoyed the quality and them my thanks on a job well
content of the Contractor Per- done. The CPM/ISP Course conducted
formance Measurement (CPM) Registration and Course by DSMC is an alternative means of
Self-Study Course. The caliber Aeiistration bringing instructions to the individ-
of the material presented is Administration ual. This course does not replace resi-
superb and the knowledge I To register for CPM/ISP an enroll- dent instruction of CPM on the Col-
gained will benefit me one- ment form (DSMC Form 10) is re- lege Campus at Fort Belvoir. The big- 5
hundred fold. It is rare to find a quired. To obtain this form, write the gest and most important payoff is

* self-study program that is top- Registrar, Defense Systems Manage- that CPMIISP provides an alternate
notch, but the CPM course cer- ment College, Fort Belvoir, Va., means for individuals in the acquisi-
tainly fits the bill. This is one of 22060-5426; or call Autovon tion community to enhance their abil-
the few times I can truly say 1 354-1054, or Commercial (703) ities to accomplish programs' costs,
completely enjoyed every hour I 664-1054. schedules, and performance abilities.s

Key Procurement Legislation

Amendments to the Office Notice of award of a contract exceed-
(Continued from page 29) of Federal Procurement ing $25,000 must be published if sub- .

Policy (OFPP) Act contracting opportunities are likely to
Truth in Negotiations involves a occur.

uniform threshold of $100,000 (in- Commerce Business Daily (CBD) -Require 15 days between notice
stead of $500,000) established for Notice Requirements comprise provi- and issuance of the solicitation.
both statutes. Also, the agency head sions added to the OFPP Act, which Thirty days must elapse between issu-
is authorized to require cost or pric- contained requirements for publica- ance of the solicitation and submis- 0 0
ing data for procurement actions tion in the CBD of notices of solitica- sion of proposals (or between notice -

below the threshold if he determines tion and award. Also, H.R. 4209, and submission of proposals for an
that the data is necessary for the which was passed by the Congress on order); 45 days must elapse between
agency to evaluate the reasonableness October 4, 1981 (but is not yet notice and issuance of the solicitation
of the price. signed), will make parallel amend- in the case of a research and develop-

Implementation means, for one ments to the OFPP Act and Section ment solicitation.
thing, that the provisions of this Act 8(e) of the Small Business Act. Effec- -Require detailed information in the .tive April 1, 1985, these amendments notice of solicitation, including a
apply to any solicitation for bids or Will: -f"solic
proposals issued after March 31, statement that all responsible sources
1985. Also, FAR implementation -Require notice of solicitation to be may submit a bid, proposal, or quo-
must be completed by March 31, published in the CBD for contracts of tation, which shall be considered by
1985. Draft changes to the FAR were $10,000 and over; notice must also be the agency; and, if "other than com-
made available for public comment published of intent to place an order petitive procedures" are used, a state- .
on October 1, 1984; comments were expected to exceed $10,000 under a ment of the reason justifying use of
due October 9, 1984, and a public basic agreement, basic ordering those procedures and the identity of
meeting was held that morning, agreement or similar arrangement. the intended source.'
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How Much
Is Enough?

Understanding
Government

Contract
Profit

Alan W. Beck

rofit motivation is fundamen-
tal to stimulate entrepreneurial
effort. Profit has been called

L A K 1 11 1 T- IL "WTE""'the lubrication for the gears of
our free enterprise system.

Alx* '- Businesses are started daily out of ex-
C.•- "V1.XXW1LW 11t1'TX •pectation of profit; others fail due to

lack of profit. Profit is essential to
. long-run business survival.

But how much profit is enough7
In a free-market system, with many

suppliers and buyers, the marketplace
determines the range of profit. New
firms enter more profitable busi-

GING OUT OF nesses; this competition brings down

D061NE55 prices and profits to approach some
theoretical "equilibrium" level. Con-
versely, firms leave when profits de-
dine.

OLD-TIME Unfortunately, we all know that
much of our government's buying is

ORLIGS ANP not done in a competitive, free mar-
I4A.D-TO.FIND ket; therefore, we have had various

legislation and policy over the years
to control profit. Legislators, govern-
ment managers, and the public are
concerned that the government not
pay excessive profits. Some feel prof-
its on government contracts are too
high, while others, including those in ?
companies diversifying and leaving
government business, feel profits are

V too low. Many have instant opinions
based on experiences, prejudices, or

I simple lack of understanding. My
purpose here is to review profit
theory and policy to open readers'
minds to the complex considerations
and different views of how much is
enough.
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*'IWhat is profit? Profit means differ- each transaction, can become a large S 0
ent things to different people, yet it is profit over a quarter or a year.
a term we use with unquestioning A favorite example of this effect of

Aoconfidence that we, and therefort time and volume is the supermarket

others, know what is meant. Let's tie ad ve ite rman

look at some views of profit to ex- which may be very profitable from an
pa o undestand oin t end-of-the-year sense, yet operates on
pand our understanding. a markup closer to 1 percent than the

SPrice - Cost = Profit high percentages some call "obscene.
A problem used to explain this to new

1.0 'One basic concept is that profit is microeconomics students is: "Would
what is left after all costs have been it be more profitable to run a grocery
paid; therefore, profit is the differ- store selling $5.00 of detergent every
" ence between price and cost. Typical- 12 hour with a 20 cents profit per

ly, government personnel focus on sale, or the pharmacy selling a $5.00 •
this profit as a percentage of cost. bottle of pills each week with a $4.00
This is probably the most common profit per sale?" The student quickly
concept and is the basis for govern- decides that the 4-percent profit, fast-
ment contract profit policy. Back in moving soap may be more profitable
the Great Depression, when there was than the 400-percent profit, slow-
concern with the potential for exces- moving pills. This leads to questions
sive profiteering on government con- about shelf-storage cost of inventory

j ! tracts, the Congress passed the investment, plus other store costs like
Vinson-Trammell Act limiting profit labor. Business must focus on reduc-
percentages on ships and aircraft to ing all costs in seeking to maximize
10 and 12 percent, respectively, profit (leftover money) for a given
Later, control was applied through time period.
the World War II War Powers Act. I
The Renegotiation Act of 1951 estab- Opportunity Cost
lished the Renegotiation Board to So far we have looked at profit
review and recover excessive profits based on cost, and profit realized

m7 of government contractors. These... lw.hv.enrecne o ue-over time. Within these concepts are
laws have been rescinded or super- buried more nuances and misunder-
ceded. Present legislation provides standings on what profit is. Often, in
for profit renegotiation only in time our haste, we make conclusions on
of national emergency, as declared by what profit is without accurately fig-the president. uring our costs. We do well generally

ROCERY EPNDIG Government profit policy uses this with material costs, although
1a1 concept of a profit percentage based sometimes we understate materials

on cost. Although cost, plus a percen- due to higher replacement costs, and
tage of cost government contracts, cost necessary to get and keep -
are illegal in our country (not so in materials. We often fail to consider
some countries), our profit policy for I opportunity costs; that is the oppor-
negotiated contracts is based primari- I tunity for profit by doing something
ly on cost. In other words, the higher else (which we gave up in order to do
the cost for a given effort, the higher what we are doing). Opportunity
the profit dollars. costs must be considered by business

in planning the most profitable use of 0
Leftover Money resources.

Another concept of profit is that To understand opportunity costs
which is left over, or is surplus, after look at the example of the ladies bak-
some period of business activity; ing or knitting for the church Christ-
businesses looking at what is left to mas bazaar. They sell a cake or a
pay stockholders, or to invest in ex- knitted shoe bag for $5.00 and ex-

lpansion, often have this view. Here, claim, "Wow, we made $5. 00 profit.'
!I we introduce the economic concept of Or, if more business-like, they say,

time where a little profit each day, or "The yarn or materials were only
$2.00, so we made a $3.00 profit."

m Mr. Beck is a Professor of Acquisi- Here they captured the material cost
tion Management in the Business but ignored the labor and opportuni-
Management Department, School of ty cost. Perhaps they should say, "We
Systems Acquisition Education, at donated 6 hours of knitting at 50
DSMC. cents per hour." The opportunity cost ."
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of that knitting is the profit that could When the contractor assumes more tained by adding up the individual * 0
have been earned in some other cost risk with a fixed-price contract, factor's profit'fee dollars.
endeavor. Perhaps they could have the profit rates are generally higher. The weighted guidelines procedure
earned $10.00 per hour selling On the other hand, if the contractor calls for much subjective input: how-
cosmetics door-to-door, or $8.00 per has little cost risk, as with a cost-re-
hour having a car wash, or $2.00 per imbursable contract, the government ever, the form, its allowable weight
hour babysitting-these are oppor- will normally negotiate for a lower ment guidance tend to keep profit/fee
tunities given up by the decision to fee (fee is the term used for profit on a levels relatively similar across DOD
knit. Likewise, a production business cost-reimbursement contract). In for similar types of contracts and
will not want to use the valuable and fact, the Congress has passed fee limi- work.
skilled labor of engineers on jobs that tations in 10 U.S.C. 2306(d) and 41
just cover the engineers' salaries- this U.S.C. 254(b) limiting fee structuring The government profit approach . . .

labor must be used where it offers the on cost plus fixed fee contracts to 10 has been criticized for being cost--
greatest present and future returns. percent generally, but 15 percent for based, which doesn't really consider

Economists have developed the research and development. The FAR time velocity (turnover), asset re-
concept of labor as "human capital" also applies these fee limits to cover quirements, or opportunity costs. Be-

with value " based on individual cost plus incentive fee and cost plus cause it computes profit as a percent-
knowledge, skill, and ability. Where i award fee contracts, age of proposed costs, some argueknwegskladailt.Weethat it may motivate certain firms"
industry has highly skilled labor, its i (without other competition) to keep 

S cost and associated return (profit) is Gieie wtotohrcmeiin okec1 Weighted Guidelines costs up, thus promoting inefficiency. *
normally higher. If either the labor or
the material resources of the firm are Department of Defense contracting Industry View
not used in the most productive officers use a weighted guidelines Industry has a different view of
mode, the organization suffers an op- form and procedure to calculate pre- cost-based profit. Take an item with a
portunity cost; that is, a lower return negotiation profit/fee objectives. The cost of 100 and a profit or fee of 10.
of a missed profit opportunity. weighted guidelines procedure is a The government would say this was a

structured approach that develops a 10 percent profit. Industry, on the 0 0
dollar, rather than percentage, profit other hand, would look at the return

Government Profit Viewpoint objective for contract negotiation by o te hnd wl lo ok at teret
The government generally looks at assigning percentage weights, within This is just a starting point. Industry

profit as the difference between cost four broad categories of 1) contractor Thiss ta ta ot. Ist-
and price. However, the government effort, 2) contractor risk, 3) facilities knows that it has other costs not

allowable by government rules, so
decides whic costs are allowable, al- investment, and 4) special factors the true or net profit is much less thanlocable, and reasonable and "dis- Contractor effort contains the vari- 9.1 percent. Interest costs are unal-allows" some items from considera- ous cost elements that would be on lowable, thus reducing profit, as do
tion as cost. Interest paid on bor- the proposal summary sheet like ma-
rowed money is a major disallowed terial, engineering labor, manufactur- questioned business expenses, like
cost. Government policy on profit, ing labor, overheads, general and ad- lobbying costs. After industry sub-tracts unallowable costs and pays tax, . . 'stated in the Federal Acquisition Reg- ministrative, and other costs. Work the ntpofit p a s muh,
ulation Subpart 15.9, is that profit be done in-house and with a higher-skill th a was-ndicateconte cn muc
sufficient to "(1) stimulate efficient level generally computes to more lower tha ra return mayte con-

contract performance; (2) attract the profit than subcontracted items or trct, or le.
best capabilities of qualified large and lower-skill work. Contractor risk is percent, or less.
small business concerns to govern- driven largely by contract type with Why do companies stay in govern- "
ment contracts, and (3) maintain a higher profit weights allowed for ment business for a 3 or 4 percent
viable industrial base." Normally, the fixed price and less for cost contracts, profit? The answer is: Profit percent-
government prefers to award fixed- Facilities investment is an imputed age on cost is not their real measure
price contracts to low bidders in com- cost of capital to be employed on con- of success. We have to look further,
petition and not worry about profit. tracts for manufacturing. Special fac- to their profit based on investment
However, in negotiated acquisitions tors allow consideration of produc- and business volume/payment (cash
the government is concerned with tivity, independent development, or flow) considerations.
establishing profit objectives ap- other factors such as participation in Return on Investment/
propriate for a particular contract. small and small-disadvantaged busi- Rtr nEut
The government considers the com- ness programs. Once the percentage Return on Equity
plexity of the work, levels of skills re- weights for each factor or subfactor Businesses are generally more con-
quired. components of the effort, are subjectively selected, based on the cerned with return on investment .-. .

contractor capital investment sup- criteria in the DOD FAR Supplement than with the percentage of profit '-. .".-
porting contract performance, and 15.9, the dollar cost (best estimate, based on costs. The store with the
other factors, like socioeconomic pro- not necessarily that proposed) for choice of selling drugs which sell in- _ ..
grams, independent development, each subfactor is multiplied by the se- frequently, or bread which sells fre-
and past performance. One signifi- lected weight to arrive at a profit dol- quently. will look further than the
cant factor in profit is the contract I lar objective for that particular effort. percentage markup. Turnover is the
risk, which reflects in contract type. J The overall profit objective is ob- key consideration.
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Business will look at total profit cost of money in computing profit not get high priority. Cost-based 0 S
after a time period and the total assets objectives. This change let contactors profit does not necessarily stimulate
required to generate that profit. receive additional costs for capital in- efficient performance.

In a more sophisticated analysis, vestment based on net-book value Capital investment can be a key to
owners (stockholders) may be con- (depreciated), but that new allowa.le increased productivity and lower
cerned with return on equity, based cost was partially offset in computing overall costs. Although profit policv
on the stake they have in the busi- profit on the revised weighted gude- changes after "Profit 76," and the 0 0- ness. They may have a lesser amount es orm. 1Q80 changes aimed at rewarding fa-

* invested than the total assets, much The 1976 changes did not result in cilities investment, the return may
*-. as the typical homeowner has a small significant increases in capital invest- not be enough to motivate investment

downpayment invested in his home. ment by firms doing Department of when other factors are considered. In-
If the homeowner's house sells for 10 Defense business. Some said the small dustry may not invest if they have

* percent more than he paid a year ago, changes were not enough to motivate doubts about securing enough future
* and if he had put 10 percent down, an industry investment. In 1980, the busiess to make the investment pay 0

the profit may be 20 percent, but the Department of Defense revised the off. The labor-versus-machine choice
return may be 100 percent. This weighted guidelines procedure to sig- may be resolved in favor of laborers

* leverage is a significant concern when nificantly increase the incentive for who are paid after working and who
looking at profit (or loss). Thus, in- capital investment but, during this can be laid off when work ends. Pres-
dustry can increase profit by either period of 20-percent interest rates, ent profit policy does not highly mo-

1 increasing profit margin, asset turn- critics maintained that changes only tivate contractor capital investment, 6 0
over, or financial leverage, because lessened the disincentive to invest or I but DOD tries other incentives, like
all three determine return on equity. at best, made it a neutral decision. special direct support of industrial
It is important to understand this In March 1982, President Reagan modernization. In the end, the key to
when looking at profit motivation, capital investment decisions is not
Cash-flow considerations, such as signed Executive Order 12352 con- just contract-profit rate but, rather,
earlier payment, may impact on a cerning federal procurement reforms. i understanding the complex business
firm's profit more than a stated profit Following the spirit and intent o the i motivation discussed above, in S
percentage on the contract, becaus executive order's challenge to im- cluding: (1) the firm's opportunity
cash flow affects asset turnover. A .prove procurement practices, DD, cost of other investments; (2) its
firm with a low-asset investment and in December 1983, initiated a formal leverage decision of how much to
a cost-reimbursement contract (like a 1-year study, the Defense Financial borrow, which relates to interest rates
firm with a rented office and employ- and Investment Review, to recoi- and the financial market; (3) its ex-y mend changes for contract pricing tl -

1 ees who are paid 2 weeks after they m cag f c prcig, f" pected turnover of assets, which is af- "
- work) may make a return on equity nancing, and profit policy. fected by contract financing, pay-

far greater than the stated contract ment, and delivery terms; and (4) the -..... -

profit. How Much Is Enough? expected volume and duration of fu- - . '
DOD Profit.Poli . l The bottom-line question on profit ture work, which relates to the pay-
DOD Profit Policy Reform is: "How much is enough?" The gov- back the firm sees for using its scarce

During the early 1970s, many firms ernment policy is that financial re- capital resources....., -

were concerned with lower profitabil- wards should be sufficient to stimu- E
ity on Department of Defense busi- late efficient performance, to attract Each of the above topics has manythe bestc abl'l " " ' s nd Jimplications on a firm's final return. -'ness. Some firms diversified into the best capabilities of business and firm's final-return.• , .... .. . , ', , t~Different firms have different situa- --. ." "-
commercial business or dropped to maintain a viable industrial 'ase. ti..nth fs hrt drun imay. -.

DOD business due to lack of suffi- The question then becomes: "What is feel a o e prt is a t t omes-
.... . I ~~feel a lower profit is acceptable to es-'"""- '"".

cient financial incentive (profit). With j sufficient, and how do we measure tablish market share, ensure future
increasing double-digit interest rates it?" business, or for other reasons. in the
raising the cost of borrowed money, I Present government profit policy is long run, the firm must make suffi-

-- ,firms were more conscious of cash to prospectively estimate profit based cient return on its assets to satisfy
flow and the cost of money spent on on cost. The DOD weighted guide- stockholders and stay in business.
new capital investment. Because in- lines form allows some subjective
terestis unallowable as a cost on gov- latitude for considering various ele- In this discussion, I have intro- - -
ement contracts, there was less mo- ments of cost, the cost risk assumed duced some considerations regarding
tivation to invest in capital equip- by the contrator based on contract profit. We need to remember that al-
ment for Department of Defense pro- type and the contractor's facility in- though cost-based profits are the way
duction vestment. Under incentive- and fixed- government business is done, this is

' "Profit '76" was a formal DOD I price contracts, the contractor should not all of industry's motivation. For - -
study of profit policy and industry i be motivated to reduce costs to in- more detailed reading on profit, read

- motivation to seek and invest in 1 crease profits. However, in a sole- the FAR Subpart 15.9 for overall
DOD business. After "Profit '76," source environment, the contractor 1 policy, the DOD Supplement to FAR a 0
DOD revised its policy to allow an may receive less profit on the next 15.9 for the weighted-guidelines
imputed cost of capital on contracts, contract if he reduces costs on this methodology, or the DOD "Profit '76
and to consider this facilities capital contract. Thus, cost reduction may Study" or AFSC "Profit Study 82."
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HOW Contractors -
and DOD Share
Savings from
Mutual Investment
Lieutenant Colonel Eugene Kluter, USAF

I_

The landing
: gear "•- i

subcontractor • .
on the F-16,
F-15, and B-i
aircraft shares -
a portion of
IMIP savings
with the prime - -

contractor. "

agging productivity growth in are improving and such countries as technology with an aggressive capital
the United States continues to France and West Germany are in- investment program designed to re-

I be a threat to our economic creasingly entering the world arms duce the cost of the F-16 and future 0 •
well-being. Domestic industry sales arena. U.S. defense contractors aircraft. The Air Force advanced
is challenged by foreign com- must respond to remain competitive. "seed" money for application technol-

petition. In particular, the steel and ogy development while the contrac-
automobile industries have suffered Air Force Systems Command tor, General Dynamics, provided the
erosion of their competitive posi- Tehnology-Modernization funds for the capital equipment. The
tions. U.S. industry is now respond- F-16 production contract was modi-
ing to the international productivity Program fied to give the contractor a share of -

challenge. In the late 1970s, the Air Force Sys- the resulting savings and to indemni-
tems Command (AFSC) became in- fy contractor equipment purchases.

The defense industry has tradition- creasingly concerned with the declin- This arrangement was the forerunner
ally faced little foreign competition, ing productivity of the defense aero- of the current DOD Industrial
but this too is changing. Cooperation space industry. In 1978, AFSC initi- Modernization Incentives Program
with our allies has led to co- ated a concept on the F-16 program (IMIP) and provided the foundation _ *
production and licensing programs known as the Technology Moderni- for similar "business agreements"
for many sophisticated weapon zation (Tech Mod) program. This among the services and defense con- %
systems. Foreign defense capabilities concept combined manufacturing tractors.
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Industrial Modernization Capital," and the Weighted Guideline agreements must be reached among 0 S
Incentives Program (IMIP) method of determining negotiated various acquisition agencies that

profit levels. Often, insufficient re- comprise the participating programs.
The IMIP is a response to well- turns are available to the contractor Often, memoranda of understandings

documented low levels of contractor because he has few long-term, firm, defining roles of the parties must be
capital investment in support of de- fixed-price contracts and must incor- negotiated. This approach puts a
fense sales. The deputy secretary of porate modernization cost avoid- large burden on the designated leadj defense authorized a test of the IMIP ances into future contract proposals. contracting agency and often results
on November 2, 1982, to develop, in delays that translate to lost savings
test, and finalize contract incentives This environment forces the con- a i sd ttn l r
to encourage industry to invest in tractor to pass 100 percent of the fu- and increased frustration by all par-i o e c o r g i d s ry t n v s nties, in clu d in g th e co n tracto r, w h o " " " " -
capital equipment. Each of the mili- ture cost avoidances to DOD, result- otncau in the middle.ontracor
tary services, as well as the Defense ing in less profit dollars because the ofescuh i h.ide
Logistics Agency (DLA), is testing cost base for profit determination is While the IMIP concept is simple, it .

and evaluating incentive concepts reduced. The IMIP, however, offers a has been difficult to implement. Cur- • •

under the "umbrella" of the IMIP test. new way of doing business. Under rently, IMIP benefits are limited by

The AFSC diverse Tech Mod experi- IMIP the contractor is allowed to the inability of DOD components to

ence base provides ongoing programs keep a portion of the future cost execute the program beyond a few,

in which to conduct practical evalua- avoidances, in return for modernizing selected prime contractors. For the

tion. Our objective is to simplify con- its facilities and reducing future con- potential of the IMIP to be realized, it

tract provisions and provide for sim- tractor costs. The incentive is that must be applied against a broad seg-

pIe flow-down procedures that allow portion of the generated savings that ment of the industrial base. To ac-

all levels of the industrial base to par- allows the contractor to earn a com- complish this goal, an alternative to

ticipate in the IMIP. petitive return on its investment. On the protected sharing methodology

the other hand, the IMIP is not pri- must be developed.

IMIP Business Agreements marily a cost-reduction program. Sharing Factor Methodology
Rather, it is a program designed to in- The F-16 program office and Gen-The heart of the IMIP is the agree- crease defense contractor spending eral Dynamics decided to expand thement between the Department of De- for capital investments, and thus original F-16 Tech Mod program to

fense and the contractor to share in overcome a significant problem in the include a number ot critical subcon-
savings generated by mutual invest- defense acquisition process. tractors. This effort is known as the
ments in technology, capital equip- Industrial Technology Modernization
ment, and labor. This agreement is Protected Sharing It ra Th modenation
often described in a memorandum of (ITM) program. The implementation
understanding (MOU) followed at a All Air Force Systems Command of this program by General Dynamics S . - .
later date by a contract provision Tech Mods, as well as recently nego- and the Air Force has resulted in the

known as the IMIP Business Agree- tiated IMIP business agreements, rely joint development of a new concept
ment. Generally, it provides the con- on protected sharing as the incentive designed to simplify implementation ' . I -

tractor with a share of the IMIP payment method. This concept re- of the IMIP and make it easily avail-
current- and future-year savings (or quires identification of major partici- able to all contractors who can dem-cost avoidances) necessary to realize pating programs that comprise a sig- onstrate benefits to DOD. ' -

a fair and reasonable return on its in- nificant percentage of business at a The new approach has been coined
vestment. The primary tool used to contractor's plant. Participating pro- the "sharing factor" approach. It is an
negotiate the IMIP sharing agreement grams are those that pay or rebate a option to the protected sharing ap-
is the discounted cash flow model share of the IMIP savings, or cost proach and is designed for use on
(DCFM). The Department of Defense avoidances, to the contractor. To multiple program, factory-wide
has developed a standard internal simplify the administrative workload IMIPs. It is designed for cases where
rate of return (IRR) discounted cash associated with modifying current DOD does not directly contract for S 5
flow model for use during the IMIP and future contracts, the number of the item produced by the IMIP con-
test. This model was derived from participating programs is generally tractor. For example, the Air Force is
those first used by AFSC on its Tech limited, interested in reducing the price it pays
Mod programs. The IRR methodol- Most IMIPs are more effective if for landing gears for F-16, F-15, and
ogy provides a sound basis for an conducted factory-wide and not di- B-1 aircraft. These parts are not,
IMIP sharing arrangement. A before rected at specific programs. In however, purchased directly by the
sharing return is calculated to deter- factory-wide IMIPs, all programs Air Force; they are provided by a
mine if adequate incentives exist for generally benefit and should pay their prime contractor such as General Dy-
the contractor to make the incremen- fair share of the IMIP productivity namics in the F-16 program. The
tal investments necessary to reduce savings reward. Under the protected sharing factor approach will allow
costs and become more competitive, sharing concept, however, only a few the landing gear subcontractor to re-
The model takes into account such large programs fund the IMIP while tain a portion of the IMIP savings
DOD policies as CAS 409 "Deprecia- many other non-participating pro- while benefits are flowed to the De- S S
tion of Tangible Capital Assets," grams get a free ride. Additionally, partment of Defense by the primes
CAS 414 "Cost of Money as an Ele- this approach can be extremely com- doing business with the subcontrac-
ment of the Cost of Facilities plex and time-consuming. Advance tor.
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F 1g c eAlso, upon contract termination, anyFigure 1. Sharing Factor Elements productivity payments made to the
contractor are subject to downward

Years (Sharing P~ritd) adjustment to reflect the amount ap-
1 2 3 4 5 plicable to the work completed. Ad-

(A) ProdIuctivty savings $1M $2M $3M $3M $3M ditionally, all productivity paymentsare subject to reduction in accordance
reward (from with the clause entitled "Price Reduc- 0
business agreement) tion f3r Defective Cost or Pricing

(8) Sharing base $10aM $180M $270M $300M $300M Data," FAR 52.215-22. These con-
(C) UP sharing factor .01 .011 ,011 .01 .01 trols are not, however, unique to the

factor approach. They are generally
used throughout the IMIP process, re-

Figure 2. IMIP Sharing Factor Example gardless of the payment method
chosen by the parties.

Proposal without MP Proposal with MP

0 cost 1,000 0 cost 980 Conclusion

a profit 100 * profit 98 The development and implementa-
0 price 1,100 * price 1,078 tion of the IMIP productivity factor

+ has the potential of expanding the
"Produtivit *Productivity savings benefits to be gained from the Depart-

Factor = (.01) Reward 10 ment of Defense IMIP. It will allow
the Department of Defense to pay less

Productivity savings **iMP for needed weapon systems while en-
Reward = (.01) (980) = 10 Price 1,088 suring a modern, state-of-the-art in-

dustrial base. The annual DOD
"Rationale would be In IMIP business agreement budget is adequate to provide needed

**I 000 cost avoidance = $1,100 - $1,088 = $12 industrial modernization. The
amount of benefit is only limited by
the commitment and innovation of

Composition of Factor productivity factor. Once the factor defense contractors and their counter-

The IMIP sharing factor is similar has been negotiated it is applied to all parts in the government. While the
to forward pricing rates and other DOD cost proposals that contain Department of Defense IMIP is a
factors used for prospective pricing of IMIP cost avoidances (future contract major force in contracting for pro-
DOD contracts. The sharing factor savings). The contractor incremental- ductivity, it cannot solve all problems
DODies contprctst e riing , ly bills for the PSR amounts under all facing the defense acquisition com-
applies only to prospective pricing. aigtedfneaqiiincm
Existing priced contracts must still be contracts that benefit from the IMIP. munity. We cannot reward ineffi-
addressed. Generally, the contractor This procedure allows the IMIP con- cient, high-cost, low-quality pro-

is allowed to retain the IMIP savings tractor, whether prime or subcontrac- ducers with contracts to produce our
on existing priced contracts as long as tor, to recover its share of the IMIP much needed weapon systems. The
this amount is included as part of the savings through its normal course of Air Force Systems Command is de- "
productivity savings reward (PSR) doing business with the Department veloping new measures of contractor
and is appropriately reflected in the of Defense, which receives benefits efficiency, which will have a major
IMIP discounted cash flow model. due to increased proposal visibility impact in the past performance area
The sharing factor is defined as the and the provisions of P.L. 87-653 (see during source selections.
contractor's productivity savings re- Figure 2.) Also, our profit policy, based 'on
ward divided by the sharing base. The implementation procedures for a percentage of costs expended, tends •
The sharing base is the total projected this concept have been developed and to reward poor cost control while pe-
cost of production for the DOD pro- submitted to the IMIP Steering Group nalizing cost reduction. This policy
grams that benefit from the IMIP. for approval to assess the concept has contributed to the inefficient
The contractor's productivity savings practices we observe in our contrac-
reward will be stipulated in the IMIP ber 19, 1983, Admiral Joseph San- tors' plants today. The IMIP ad-

business agreement and normally will sone, Chairman of the IMIP Steering dresses and recognizes this concern as *
not span a period in excess of 5 years. Group, authorized this concept to be the major obstacle to increased DOD .
A sharing factor can be determined tested. A special contract provision, contractor productivity. Clearly, this
for each future year that IMIP savings along with implementing policy and is a fertile area for further analysis.u .
are to be shared with the contractor instructions, has been prepared.
(see Figure 1).

Many controls must accompany 0 Lieutenant Colonel Kluter is

Application of Factor the use of the factor approach. For ex- Special Assistant for Business Man-
ample, the factor cannot be applied to agement, Strategic Defense Initiative

Simplification of the IMIP process cost proposals until the IMIP project Office. Office of the Secretary of
depends on proper application of the has been implemented and verified. Defense. at the Pentagon.
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A view of
Past Perceptions
and Today's World

Issues in CI Program Management Requirements,
Systems, and Operations

Edited by Dr. Jon L. Boyes, Foreword by Donald C. Latham
AFCEA International Press "

* n a rapidly changing technical en- tainty about whether the solutions ment. Finally, six articles articles are
vironment, a collection of articles discussed there will provide a useful presented that:
written at different times pro- framework to solve that service's C31 -Describe that period of frustration
vides a view of the past as a series problems. between 1971 and 1980 when all of us
of snapshot perspectives. As time

passes, however, the snapshots may Design, Acquisition, and Test Came tOatheitrealizations ethatre,om-in
fade from photographs of current ap- The second section deals with fact, going to be a continuing way of
plication to tintypes of history. Thus, design, acquisition, and test functions, life;
absent any body of conclusions, or Most of the articles in this section -Present the responses made by the
firm commentary such as "Lessons were published recently. Thus, the Defense Community to that realiza- 5 @
Learned," history does not so much overall impression is one of con- tion including design to cost, track
point to the future as it does to siderable cohesiveness-of particular cost, compete whenever possible, and
spotlight past perceptions that may utility are articles that provide ex- make incremental rather than quan-
have caused the state of affairs we position about the methodology of tum improvements at reasonable
must deal with today. simulation, testing, and cost analysis. cost.

Issues in C 3I Program Manage- Written within the past 2 years, This is valuable background for S *
ment, Requirements, Systems, and they describe current thinking about those who did not participate actively
Operations has five sections. Each how design and test activities can be during that period; it is necessary to
consists of articles that previously ap- made to interact more closely and understand why we have in place to-
peared in Signal. I provide an over- provide synergism in the design phase day that series of DOD directives that
view of each section with comments of the acquisition process. The article deals with electronic system develop-I
on selected articles. on life-cycle cost is a useful presenta- ment activities. Section Three may be

tion. It concerns the difficulties of us- necessary to understand why Section S -
Requirements Analysis ing previously developed cost-data Four contains the articles it does.

The first section, "Issues in C31 Pro- bases in time of rapid technological
gram Management," deals with re- change. The second section is more Impact of Software
quirements analysis. It presents timely and integrated and, conse- Section Four deals with the impact
points of view about what is needed quently, more representative of what of software on C31. It is a thorough
and why. Critical review of this is included within the DSMC cur- treatment that ranges from a discus- 0 0
group of 13 articles, the earliest of riculum. sion of the cost of a line of old and
which appeared in 1971 and the latest new codes to the way in which dis-
in 1983, raises a number of questions C31 Systems Management t e C3 1syste w or a th etributive CIsystems work at the ' '"

that are left unanswered: The third section, "C31 Systems Department of State. However, it is

-How do the C31 functions vary Management," begins with ten gen- not so much the breadth of coverage
from service to service? eral "Do's and Don'ts" of C31 man- that makes this section excellent but,
-How much information is required agement that advise the reader to be rather, the pointedness of the con-
to perform those functions? realistic in his expectations, choose cepts presented here. Some notewor-
-Where should the functions be per- good people to work on the program, thy abstracts from the articles follow. I
formed (at what command level and and to take care in his approach to

" at what physical location)? concept and contractor selection, -Software development processes
-What degree of detail does each procurement, and program manage- are fundamentally different from I
comm..nd element require? Absent a ment. This good advice is followed hardware development processes. S S
clear statement of Air Force needs, b, a series of snapshots describing the And since software people do not
the final article on Air Force initial mid-1970 efforts to organize usually occupy top positions, the
organization leaves a feeling of uncer- for efficient C3  systems manage- kinds of problems presented in SO

• " - . . . . -_ -_" " -' ' ' -_"-- _ _- -
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ware development programs are not development, can, if properly ap- ogy into their own military develop- ]
well understood by the user com- plied, materially assist in system ment programs.
munity, validation. The clear message in Section Five is
-There is difficulty in early genera- Section Four should be extremely that the United States must make a
tion of sufficiently detailed software helpful to anyone who wants a brief concerted effort to increase the rate at
specifications. Thus, there is in- synopsis of software issues and prob- which military acquisition programsisaiiyith lesynd fsfwr susadpo-whc iiayaqiiinporm
troduced a basic instability in the lems, and the latest thinking about come to fruition. If we cannot do so, *
system requirements, which generates the methods available to solve them. then we may soon find that our owndifficult software development prob- tcnlgclavne aebe i...i~

technological advances have been
lems. These kinds of problems will Soviet Weaponry turned to deployed Soviet military .-
not be solved by introduction of new
languages or technology, but rather Section Five presents 10 articles equipment before we have managed

by iterating development programs that document the processes by which to produce our own!

and ensuring a very-high degree of U.S. technology has been exported to In sum: The book is a worthwhile
user involvement. But, very-close the Soviet Union and the extent to document that summarizes various
user involvement creates a climate which that technology has been ap- aspects of C31 Research, Develop-
conducive to a high rate of change in plied to Soviet weaponry. The im- ment, and System Deployment. My
user requirements (Catch 237). pression one gets is that the technol- feeling is that the first section lacks
-The problems of changing direction ogy export policies put in place in the cohesion, and to some degree leaves
also result from budgetary variables. 1970s have materially improved the the reader groping for a message.
The question is: How much uncer- Soviet military capacity by permit- Subsequent sections, however, are S •
tainty (both in requirements and in ting them to purchase, at market useful additions to the literature, and
program time phasing) can be toler- price, advances resulting from our are coherent and cogent presentations
ated before the program itself own very costly civilian and military of the major issues facing C31

becomes impossible of achievement? research and development efforts. developers today. This collection of
-Because of various uncertainties, While most of us may be familiar articles is current, and will likely re-
the concept of "build a little, test a lit- with the rapid rate of technology ex- main so for some time.-
tIe, try a little" can increase the port, what comes as a surprise is the Henry C. Alberts
chances of successful system develop- rapid rate at which the Soviets have
ment. Testing at each stage of system been able to incorporate that technol-

INSIDE D C Paulette A. Langlas has returned to

DSMC to be secreary to the Coin-
People on the Move mandant.

Terry Bouslough and Suzy Potts,
student aides, to Technical Manage-

ment Department, and Department I
of Research and Information, respec-
tively.

Losses
Hei Kao(; .... ty H,'m Kar,,ILieutenant Colonel Thomas M. i . I . -).-

Rudolph B. Garrity is a Professor master's degree from the University ietnt ColonelsThms Mnagem
of Systems Acquisition Management of Missouri, and a doctorate from Department, transferred to Ballistic
in the Policy Organization and Man- Nova University. Missile Defense Systems Command,
agement Department, School of Sys- H ]
tems Acquisition Education, He came Lieutenant George J. Karol III, Huntsville. Ala.. to be Chief of Pro- 
to DSMC from DARCOM where he USN, is the Executive Assistant to the gram Management.
was Chief, Program Management Commandant. On his last assign- Deborah McVee, Publications
Division, PLRS TIDS. Mr. Garrity ment, he was Navigator, USS Coontz Directorate, Department of Research
holds a bachelor's degree in science (DDG-40). homeport, Norfolk, Va. and Information, to the US. Army .
and a master's degree in business ad- Lieutenant Karol holds a bachelor's Military Personnel Center, Alexan- ' '.

ministration, both from Monmouth degree in general engineering from dria, Va.
College. the U.S. Naval Academy. Promotions

Dr Julius Hein is the Director, Other Staff Additions Robert W. Ball to be Director ot
Robert- W. Bal t be Dieco o.,fDSMC Central Region, St. Louis, Esther Mae Farria to the Publica- the Publications Directorate and

Mo. His previous assignment was tions Directorate, Department of Re- Editor-in-Chie of Program Managr.
Deputy Product Manager, U.S. search and Information.

Army Amphibious and Watercraft Kenneth E. Wilson, USA, Depart-
Program, Troop Support Command, Marilyn Marie Koestler to Infor- ment ot Administration and Support.
St. Louis. Dr. Hei holds a B.M.E. mation Directorate. Department ot laterally transterred from SP-5 to
degree from Ohio State University, a Research and Information. SGT.
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